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Abstract
How can we discern whether a mean-square continuous stochastic process is finite-dimensional,
and if so, what its precise dimension is? And how can we do so at a given level of confidence? This
question is central to a great deal of methods for functional data, which require low-dimensional repre-
sentations whether by functional PCA or other methods. The difficulty is that the determination is to
be made on the basis of iid replications of the process observed discretely and with measurement error
contamination. This adds a ridge to the empirical covariance, obfuscating the underlying dimension.
We build a matrix-completion inspired test statistic that circumvents this issue by measuring the best
possible least square fit of the empirical covariance’s off-diagonal elements, optimised over covariances
of given finite rank. For a fixed grid of sufficient size, we determine the statistic’s asymptotic null
distribution as the number of replications grows. We then use it to construct a bootstrap imple-
mentation of a stepwise testing procedure controlling the family-wise error rate corresponding to the
collection of hypotheses formalising the question at hand. Under minimal regularity assumptions we
prove that the procedure is consistent and that its bootstrap implementation is valid. The procedure
involves no tuning parameters or pre-smoothing, is indifferent to the homoskedasticity or lack of it in
the measurement errors, and does not assume a low-noise regime. An extensive study of the proce-
dure’s finite-sample accuracy demonstrates remarkable performance in both real and simulated data,
corroborating our theoretical results showing that the test should asymptotically attain near perfect
power for any level.
Keywords: bootstrap; functional data analysis; functional PCA; Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion; matrix
completion; measurement error; Mercer expansion; scree-plot; truncation
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1 Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) plays a fundamental role in statistics due to its ability to focus
on a parsimonious data subspace that is the most relevant for all practical purposes. Thus, it becomes
a tool not only for data exploration but at the same time for model selection – how many important
components of variation are there in the data? For high/infinite dimensional data, e.g., as in functional
data analysis, it assumes an even more prominent role because a reduction in the data dimension brings
the statistical problem back to more or less a classical multivariate setting. Furthermore, the various
regularization techniques used for functional regression, testing and other inference problems, typically
hinge on the identification of the most prominent sources of variation in the data.
One of the main drawbacks of principal component analysis for any kind of data is that the procedure
of estimation/selection of the number of components to retain is often exploratory in nature. Indeed,
one has to either inspect the scree plot or select the first few components that explain, say 85% of the
total variation (see, e.g., Jolliffe (2002)). There are but a few confirmatory procedures to this end (see,
e.g., Horn (1965), Velicer (1976) and Peres-Neto et al. (2005)). However, each of these procedures rely
on its own assessment of what is an appropriate definition of the dimension of the data corresponding to
how many components to retain. In this paper, we view the problem from the perspective of hypothesis
testing. Indeed, the high level or global problem that is being considered is that of H0 : rankpΣq ă d
2
versus H1 : rankpΣq “ d, where Σ is the covariance matrix of the d-dimensional distribution that
generates the data. Thus, we want to test whether the data gives us enough evidence to conclude that
the variation in it can be attributed to all the available d dimensions. If this null hypothesis is rejected
based on the observed data, one can also consider a more intricate analysis and test the local hypotheses
H0,q : rankpΣq “ q versus H1,q : rankpΣq ą q for each q “ 1, 2, . . . , pd´ 1q.
When dealing with functional data, one focusses on a covariance kernel kX (rather than a covariance
matrix), which a priori is an infinite dimensional object. One would then wish to test H0 : rankpkXq ă 8
versus H1 : rankpkXq “ 8 at a global level, where the rank of kX is finite iff its Mercer expansion has
at most finitely many terms. Second, we can observe each functional datum at at most a finite number,
say L, of points on a grid, i.e., in the form of a L-tuple. For brevity, let us assume that the observation
grid remains the same for each sample point. Based on the n vectors of size L, the covariance kernel can
only be estimated at the resolution of a Lˆ L matrix. This estimator has rank at most L^ n. So, the
global test that is feasible based on the discretely observed functional data is H0 : rankpkXq ă L ^ n
versus H1 : rankpkXq ě L ^ n. The local hypotheses are consequently H0,q : rankpkXq “ q versus
H1,q : rankpkXq ą q for q “ 1, 2, . . . , pL ^ nq ´ 1. Based on the n discrete observations, the simplest
procedure would be to look at the rank of the empirical covariance matrix. Of course, if n ą L as in
quite common in practice, the empirical covariance matrix will at least asymptotically estimate the true
rank correctly, which would lead to a consistent test.
At first sight, this problem seems simple: if the number of observations exceeds the true rank,
then perfect inference will be feasible. However, functional data are most often additively corrupted by
unobservable measurement errors that are usually modelled as independent random variables indexed
by the grid points for each sample function. This additional noise adds a “ridge” to the true covariance
kernel and thus makes it a truly infinite dimensional object. More specifically, the covariance matrix of
the observed erroneous data is of full rank. Clearly, this gives rise to a problem of the true rank being
confounded by the additive noise. One way of removing the effect of the errors is to use some smoothing
procedure on the data (see e.g., Ramsay and Silverman (2005)). But this smoothing step obfuscates the
problem since the relationship between the rank of kX and the rank of the smoothed data is unknown,
and further depends on the choice of tuning parameter(s) used for smoothing. At this stage, it would
seem that the problem is “almost insolubly difficult” as pointed out by Hall and Vial (2006), who further
concluded that ““conventional approaches based on formal hypothesis testing will not be effective”. As a
workaround, Hall and Vial (2006) considered a “low noise” setting (assuming the noise variance vanishes
as the number of observations increases) and used an unconventional rank selection procedure based on
the amount of unconfounded noise variance. A weakness of the procedure was that it required the analyst
to provide acceptable values of the noise variance for the procedure to be implemented in practice, and
these bounds are to be selected in an ad hoc manner.
An alternative approach altogether is to view the problem not as one of testing, but rather as one of
model selection. For instance, as part of their PACE method, and assuming Gaussian data, Yao et al.
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(2005) offer a solution based on a pseudo-AIC criterion applied to a smoothed covariance whose diagonal
has been removed. Later work by Li et al. (2013) provides estimates of the effective dimension based
on a BIC criterion employing and the estimate of the error variance obtained using the PACE approach
with the difference being that they used a adaptive penalty term in place of that used in the classical
BIC technique. For densely observed functional data, Li et al. (2013) also studied a modification of the
AIC technique in Yao et al. (2005) by assuming a Gaussian likelihood for the data. Li et al. (2013)
finally considered versions of information theoretic criteria studied earlier by Bai and Ng (2002) in the
context of factor models in econometrics, where the latter method is used to choose the number of factors.
For all of the procedures studied by Yao et al. (2005) and Li et al. (2013), the most crucial drawback
is the involvement of smoothing parameters which enters due to use of smoothing prior to dimension
estimation. The asymptotic consistency of these procedures also depends on specific decay rates for the
smoothing parameters, as well as on rather elaborate assumptions on the regularity of the true mean
and covariance functions, and in some cases on a Gaussian assumption.
In this paper, we steer back to a formal hypothesis testing perspective for the dimension problem.
Contrary to what was previously thought, we demonstrate how to construct a valid test that circumvents
the smoothing step entirely by means of matrix completion. In doing so, we not only provide an estimate
of the true rank of the data, but at the same time we provide confidence guarantees, something lacking
in earlier approaches. The test statistics measures the best possible least square fit of the empirical
covariance’s off-diagonal elements, by nonnegative matrices of a given finite rank, exploiting the fact
that the corruption affects only the diagonal, and is calibrated by a bootstrap approach with suitable
centering. Intriguingly, it is shown to attain near perfect power at any level of significance, for sufficiently
large samples, an effect that can be seen as being genuinely functional. Our approach presents appealing
advantages compared to existing alternatives, in terms of both theory and practical performance:
(a) It provides a genuine testing procedure, and therefore is the only procedure, to the best of our
knowledge, that comes with confidence guarantees.
(b) Unlike existing model selection procedures, it does not rely on smoothing and consequently on
tuning parameters that influence the result and introduce bias.
(c) Its theoretical properties rely on bare-bones regularity assumptions by assuming only continuity
of the covariance kernel and continuous sample paths, in contrast with existing approaches which
require elaborate regularity conditions.
(d) It can handle heteroskedastic measurement errors, under which methodology hinging on pre-
smoothing may face considerable difficulties, as is known from nonparametric regression.
(e) It does not require a “low noise” regimei.e. the assumption that the noise is negligible relative to
the signal. To the contrary, it can handle interlaced regimes, where the noise variance can exceed
the variance of some of the principal components.
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(f) It is shown to be consistent without relying on “rate” assumptions on tuning parameters, Gaus-
sianity assumptions, or assuming the grid to become dense as the number of curves increases.
(g) It exhibits remarkably good finite sample performance, stably across a wide range of scenarios,
contrary to other methods that may perform modestly in some settings.
The paper is organized as follows. In subsection 2.1, we discuss the problem statement and setup
in detail. We then develop the test procedure through some crucial identifiability results in subsection
2.2. The asymptotic distribution and the bootstrap calibration for implementing the test is detailed
in subsections 2.3 and 2.4. Since the test statistic involves a non-convex optimization step and an
associated bootstrap step, we discuss the computational aspects of its implementation in Section 2.5.
A very detailed simulation study is presented in section 3, where we compare the performance of our
procedure with those studied by Yao et al. (2005) and Li et al. (2013). Some real data analyses are
presented in 4. The technical details are collected in Section 5.
2 Methodology
2.1 Problem Statement and Background
Let X “ tXptq : t P r0, 1su be the stochastic process in question, assumed zero mean and with continuous
covariance kernel
kXps, tq “ ErXpsqXptqs, ps, tq P r0, 1s2.
Continuity of kX implies that it admits the Mercer expansion,
kXps, tq “
8ÿ
m“1
λmϕmpsqϕsptq (1)
with the series on the right hand side converging uniformly and absolutely. Consequently, X is mean
square continuous and admits a Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion
Xptq “
8ÿ
m“1
Ymϕmptq, (2)
where tYmu is a sequence of uncorrelated zero-mean random variables with variances λm, respectively.
Equality is in the mean square sense, uniformly in t. Given n i.i.d. replications tX1, . . . , Xnu of X, we
observe the noise-corrupted discrete measurements
Wij “ Xiptjq ` ij , i “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . , L, (3)
for a grid of L points
0 ď t1 ă t2 ă . . . ă tL ď 1,
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and an nˆL array tiju of measurement error variables. We assume that the ij ’s are continuous random
variables, independent of the Xi’s and themselves independent across both indices, with moments up to
second order given by
Erεijs “ 0 & varrεijs “ σ2j ă 8, i “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . , L.
Note, in particular that the εij are allowed to be heteroskedastic in j, i.e. the measurement precision
may vary over the grid points. The measured vectors tpWi1, . . . ,WiLq1uni“1 are now i.i.d. random vectors
in RL with Lˆ L covariance matrix
KW,L “ covtpX1pt1q, X1pt2q, . . . , X1ptLqq1u “ KX,L `D,
where:
– KX,L :“ tkXptp, tqquLp,q“1 is the L ˆ L matrix obtained by pointwise evaluation of kXp¨, ¨q on the
pairs pti, tjq, and
– D “ diagtσ21, σ22, . . . , σ2Lu is the Lˆ L covariance matrix of the L-vector pεi1, . . . , εiLq1.
In this setup, we wish to use the observations tWij : i ď n, j ď Lu in order to infer whether the stochastic
process X is, in fact, finite dimensional, and if so what its dimension might be. We use the term infer in
its formal sense, i.e. we wish to be able to make statements in the form of hypothesis tests with a given
level of significance. Concretely, the question posed pertains to whether the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion
(2) of X is a finite sum rather than an infinite series, and if so, with how many terms; or, equivalently,
whether the covariance kX is of finite rank, in the sense of a finite Mercer expansion (1), and if so of
what rank.
In terms of hypothesis tests, testing whether the dimension of the process is finite can be phrased in
terms of the hypothesis pair
H0 : rankpkXq ď L^ n´ 1
H1 : rankpkXq ě L^ n.
Notice that we can never actually test wether the dimension is actually infinite under the alternative,
since we have finite data, which is why we have to settle with L^n. Typically n " L so that L^n “ L.
This global hypothesis pair is related to the local hypotheses
H0,q : rankpkXq “ q
H1,q : rankpkXq ą q
for q “ 1, ..., L^ n´ 1. In particular, if we can test all j local hypotheses with a controlled family-wise
error rate, then we will have a test for the global hypothesis, in addition to a means to infer what the
rank is, if indeed finite (more details in the next section). In any case, kX can be replaced by KX,L in
the null hypotheses, provided L is sufficiently large:
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Lemma 1. Suppose that
max
1ďjďpL`1q
|tj ´ tj´1| Ñ 0 as LÑ8.
If rankpkXq ă 8, then there exists L0 ě 1 such that
rankpKX,Lq “ rankpkXq, @ L ě L0,
As noted in the introduction, while this question is of clear intrinsic theoretical interest, it also arises
very prominently when carrying out a functional PCA as a first step for further analysis, in particular
when evaluating a scree plot to choose a truncation level: the choice of a truncation dimension q can be
translated into testing whether the rank of kX is equal to q.
The frustrating traedoff faced by the statistician in the context of this problem is that:
1. Without any smoothing, the noise covarianceD confounds the the problem by the addition of a ridge
to the empirical covariance, leading to an inflation of the underlying dimensionality. Specifically,
the rank of KW,L “ KX,L `D is always n^ L, with probability 1.
2. Attempts to denoise KW,L and approximate KX,L by means of smoothing will obfuscate the the
problem, since the choice of tuning parameters will interfere with the problem of rank selection.
It is this tradeoff that Hall & Vial Hall and Vial (2006) presumably had in mind when referring to
this problem of rank inference as “almost insolubly difficult”. Despite the apparent difficulty, we wish
to challenge their statement that “conventional approaches based on formal hypothesis testing will not
be effective”, demonstrating that this can be achieved via matrix completion. The crucial obervation is
that perhaps the corrupted band can be entirely disregarded, while still being able to make statements
about the rank, owing to the continuity of the problem. How precisely is explored in the next section.
2.2 The Testing Procedure
The main idea we wish to put forward here is that it is feasible make inferences about the rank of
KX,L without resorting to smoothing or low noise assumptions, simply by focussing on the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix KW,L. The point is that we have no information whatsoever on the diagonal
matrix D, and cannot attempt to annhilate it by means of smoothing without biasing inference on the
rank. Still, we
KX,Lpi, jq “ KW,Lpi, jq, @ i ‰ j
i.e. the matrices are equal off the diagonal, even if their relationship on the diagonal is completely
unknown. So, if we can determine KX,L from its off-diagonal entries, then we have a way forward. The
first of our main results shows that this is possible, with bare-bones assumptions on kX :
Theorem 1 (Identifiability). Assume that
• The kernel kX is continuous on r0, 1s2
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• The grid satisfies max1ďpďpL`1q |tp ´ tp´1| Ñ 0 as LÑ8.
Then, there exists a critical 1 ď L˚ ă 8 (depending on the modulus of continuity of kX) such that for
L ą L˚ and any Lˆ L matrix A the following implication holds:
A “ KX,L off the diagonal ðñ A “ KX,L everywhere.
Furthermore, if we additionally assume that rankpkXq “ rtrue ă 8, then for all L ą L˚ the map
RLˆL Q Θ ÞÑ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´Θq}F
1. Vanishes uniquely at KX,L when Θ ranges over matrices of rank ď rtrue.
2. Is strictly positive when Θ ranges over matrices of rank ă rtrue
Here, PL “ t1ti ‰ juuLi,j“1, }A}F “
a
tracepA1Aq is the Frobenius matrix norm, and ‘˝’ denotes the
Hadamard (element-wise) product.
The theorem is consequential: it affirms that we can check whether the rank of kX equals j by means
of the off-diagonal entries of KX,L, and indeed constructively so. In particular, the first conclusion of
the theorem allows us to reason as follows, for sufficiently large L:
1. For a candidate rank q ă L^ n, check whether
min
Θ:rankpΘqďq
}PL ˝ pKW,L ´Θq}F “ 0.
2. If the minimum is positive we are certain that rankpKX,Lq ą q.
Of course in practice the KW,L is unobservable and we must rely on pKW,L, the empirical covariance
of the observed vector pWi1, . . . ,WiLq1,
KˆW,L :“ 1
n
pWi1, . . . ,WiLqpWi1, . . . ,WiLq1.
This motivates testing the local hypothesis pair tH0,1 : rankpKX,Lq “ q vsH1,q : rankpKX,Lq ą qu by
means of the test statistic
T pqq “ min
ΘLˆL:rankpΘqďq
}PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}2F , (4)
rejecting H0,q in favour of H1,q for large values of T
pqq. Note the interpretation of the test statistic: to
test whether the rank is q, we measure the best possible fit of the off-diagonal elements of the empirical
covariance pKW,L by a matrix of rank q. We reject when this fit is poor, and the calibration of T pqq is
considered in the next two sections, via an asymptotic analysis based on M -estimation, and hinging on
conclusion (2) of the Theorem.
For the moment, though, assume that we can obtain a p-value pq for T
pqq (or some appropriately
re-scaled version, e.g. nˆ T pqq) under the hypothesis H0,q. A priori we do not know what specific value
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of q we should test for, or the candidate value q may have come from the inspection of a scree-plot (data
snooping). We thus need to consider a multiple testing setup. Doing so will also allow us to test the global
hypothesis pair tH0 : rankpKX,Lq ď L^n´1 vsH1 : rankpKX,Lq ě L^nu by means of the local tests T pqq.
We do so by the following stepwise procedure, for a given significance level α
Step 1: Test H0,1 : rankpKX,Lq “ 1 vs H1 : rankpKX,Lq ą 1 by means of T p1q.
Stop if the corresponding p-value, p1 exceeds α; otherwise continue to Step 2.
Step 2: Test H0,2 : rankpKX,Lq “ 2 vs H1 : rankpKX,Lq ą 2 by means of T p2q.
Stop if the corresponding p-value, p2, exceeds α; otherwise continue similarly.
Obviously, we proceed no further than the last local hypothesis tH0,L^n´1 : rankpKX,Lq “ L^n´1u. We
reject the global null H0 if and only if the precedure terminates with the rejection of all local hypotheses,
up to and including H0,L^L´1. If the procedure terminates earlier, the global null is not rejected, and
we subsequently declare the rank of the functional data to be the value
pr :“ mintq ě 1 : pq ą αu,
i.e. the smallest q for which we fail to reject H0,q. This stepwise procedure strongly controls the FWER
at level α (see Maurer et al. (1995) and Lynch et al. (2017)). Indeed, observe that at most one of the
hypotheses tH0,quL^n´1q“1 can be true, and suppose it corresponds to q “ q0. Then, if V denotes the
number of false discoveries among the number of rejections made (i.e., discoveries), we must have
tV ą 0u ô tV “ 1u ô tH0,q0 has been rejectedu ô tpr0 ď αu.
So, FWER = P pV ą 0q “ P ppr0 ą αq ď α, where the probabilities are calculated under the given config-
uration of true and false null hypotheses, equivalently, under the assumption that tH0,q0 : rankpKX,Lq “
q0u is true (which automatically ensures that the other hypotheses are false). Since q0 is arbitrary, the
FWER is controlled at level α.
Finally, if rtrue is the true rank of the process, then for L^ n ą rtrue ` 1, we have
P ppr ą rtrueq ď P pprtrue ď αq “ P pV ą 0q ď α.
Thus, the control over the FWER translates into a control over the probability of over-estimating the
true rank.
In order for the procedure to be implemented in practice, we will require the p-values tpquL^n´1q“1
corresponding to the test statistic T pqq under H0,q. The next two section justify the use of this test
statistic and develop proxy p-values tpq˚ uL^n´1q“1 by means of a bootstrap procedure. En route, they also
establish the consistency of the test as well as an intriguing property promising that it may attain near
perfect power even in finite samples.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the use of the rank-constrained off-diagonal “residual sum of squares”
as a means to discerning the true rank. The curve in red represents the population functional q ÞÑ
minΘLˆL:rankpΘqďq }PL ˝ pKW,L ´Θq}2F , which is strictly positive for q ă rtrue and zero for q ě rtrue. The
curve in blue represents the empirical functional q ÞÑ minΘLˆL:rankpΘqďq }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}2F .
2.3 Theoretical Justification
To justify the use of the test statistic T pqq for testing H0,q, we will derive its asymptotic distribution
under the null hypothesis, after appropriate re-scaling. To this aim, we introduce the following spaces
and functionals:
Mq :“ tΘ P RLˆL : Θ ě 0, rankpΘq ď qu “ tCCT : C P RLˆqu
pipΘq :“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´Θq}F , ppipΘq :“ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}F
ψpCq :“ pipCCT q “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ CCT q}F , ψpCq :“ ppipCCT q “ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ CCT q}F ,
ΨpCq :“ ψ2pCq, pΨpCq :“ pψ2pCq.
Furthermore, we make the following assumptions:
Assumption (C): The covariance kernel kXp¨, ¨q is continuous on r0, 1s2.
Assumption (H): There exists a factorization C0C
T
0 of KX,L (satisfying rankpC0q “ rankpKX,Lq ď q
under H0,q) such that ∇2ΨpC0q is invertible.
Assumption (G): The grid ttju satisfies
lim
LÑ8pL` 1q
Lÿ
p“1
ptp ´ tp´1q2 “ 1, lim
LÑ8 tL “ 1, limLÑ8LptL`1 ´ tLq
2 “ 0,
where t0 :“ 0 and tL`1 :“ 1.
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Under these mild assumptions, we can state our second main result:
Theorem 2 (Asymptotic Distribution of the Test Statistic). Suppose that Assumptions (C), (H) and
(G) hold. Denote the weak (centered Gaussian) limit of
?
np pKW,L ´ KW,Lq by the random matrix Z.
Then,
• When H0,q is valid,
nT pqq dÑ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 pvecpPL ˝ ZqqT tpC0 b ILqp∇2ΨpC0qq´1pCT0 b ILquvecpPL ˝ Zq
as nÑ8.
• When H1,q is valid, nT pqq diverges to infinity as nÑ8.
The theorem justifies the use of nT pqq as a test statistic: though T pqq will not be precisely zero even
when the true rank is q, the test statistic will converge to zero under H0,q, with an asymptotic variance
of the order of n´2. Furthermore, the diffuse limiting law of nT pqq under H0,q in principle allows for
calibration, though it does depend on unknown quantities and its form prohibits pivoting. Nevertheless,
note that if nT pqq can be calibrated under H0,q, then its divergence under H1,q promises not only a
consistent test, but in fact a test likely attaining near perfect power for any level of significance even in
finite samples of moderate size (for more discussion on this see Remark 2 and the simulations in Section
3).
2.4 Bootstrap Calibration
To address the calibration problem, we consider a bootstrap strategy in order to generate approximate
p-values of nT pqq for testing the pair tH0,q, H1,qu. Notice that a na¨ıve bootstrap implementation (direct
resampling of our observations) can only generate data under the hypothesis H0,rtrue : rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue,
where rtrue ď n^L is the unknown true rank. For any q ‰ rtrue, the naive bootstrap will fail to correctly
approximate the sought p-values. In effect, we need a more elaborate re-centering scheme in order
to properly resample and generate bootstrap replications under H0,q, or –as is arguably more fitting
terminology in this case– a “re-ranking” scheme.
The following bootstrap scheme does just that:
(1) Find a minimizer pKpqqX,L of }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}F over nonnegative matrices Θ satisfying rankpΘq ď q.
(2) For each 1 ď i ď n, construct an estimator of the linear predictor ofXi “ pXipt1q, Xipt2q, . . . , XiptLqq1
given Wi under the null hypothesis tH0,q : rankpKX,Lq “ qu. Under H0,q, this linear predictor is
defined as
mpWiq “W `KpqqX,LK´1W,LpWi ´Wq,
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and can be estimated by means of
pmpWiq “W ` pKpqqX,L pK´1W,LpWi ´Wq.
Here we use the notation W “ n´1 řni“1 Wi.
(3) Construct an estimate pD “ ppdppqLp“1 of the measurement error covariance matrix, where pdpp “pKW,Lptp, tpq ´ pKpMqX,L ptp, tpq, where pKpMqX,L is a minimizer of }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ Θq}F over nonnegative
matrices Θ satisfying rankpΘq ď M for some choice1of M . If we suspect homoskedasticity of the
error structure we can estimate the common variance by pσ2 :“ pL´ 4q´1 řL´2p“2 pdpp.
(4) Draw n i.i.d. observations pe1,pe2, . . . ,pen from an L-dimensional centered Gaussian distribution with
covariance matrix pD ` pA, where pA :“ pKpqqX,L ´ pKpqqX,L pK´1W,L pKpqqX,L. For the homoskedastic case, use
the modified the covariance matrix pσ2IL ` pA. Note that these “residuals” serve as a proxy for the
unobservable residuals ei
i.i.d„ NLp0, D `Aq, where A “ KpqqX,L ´KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpqqX,L.
(5) Define the L-vectors pξi “ pmpWiq ` pei for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. Construct B bootstrap samples of size n,
comprised of L-vectors sampled uniformly with replacement from tpξiuni“1. Let pKb˚ be the L ˆ L
empirical covariance matrix of the bth bootstrap sample.
(6) Let cα˚ be the empirical α-quantile of the collection tnTb˚ uBb“1, where
Tb˚ “ min
ΘLˆL:rankpΘqďq
}PL ˝ p pKb˚ ´Θq}2F .
(7) To test the pair tH0,q, H1,qu at level α, use the test function
δq˚ “ 1tnT pqq ě cα˚u,
or equivalently use the p-value
pq˚ “ 1B
Bÿ
b“1
1tT pqq ě Tb˚ u.
The next remark explains the heuristic behind this construction. It can be skipped at first reading,
moving on to the next Theorem, which treats the question of validity.
Remark 1 (Heuristic Explanation). As part of the proof of Theorem 2, we show that under H0,q,
any minimiser pKpqqX,L converges to KpqqX,L in probability as nÑ8, where KpqqX,L is the unique minimizer of
}PL˝pKW,L´Θq}F over nonnegative matrices Θ satisfying rankpΘq ď q. Since }PL˝pKW,L´Θq}F “ }PL˝
pKX,L ´Θq}F , then under H0,qj, this unique minimizer KpqqX,L must be the covariance matrix of the rank
q SVD truncation of KX,L. In other words, K
pqq
X,Lpti, tjq “
řq
l“1 λlφlptiqφlptjq, where the λl’s and the φl’s
1The value of M P N should in principle be chosen to be larger than the true rank. This can be done either by a
visual inspection of the traditional scree plot, choosing an M beyond the usual elbow location; or by inspection of the
“off-diagonal” scree plot, i.e. the mapping ∆pqq “ T pq´1q ´ T pqq, again choosing a value of M beyond the elbow that is
expected to happen around q “ rtrue . We further comment on this choice in later remarks
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are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of kX . Now consider the linear predictor mpWiq “ KpqqX,LK´1W,LWi.
This satisfies, EpmpWiqq “ 0 and CovpmpWiqq “ KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpjqX,L. Thus, if ei denotes an independent
zero mean random vector with covariance matrix D ` KpqqX,L ´ KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpqqX,L, then ξi is distributed
as mpWiq ` ei. The important thing to now observe is that the mean and the covariance structure of
mpWiq ` ei is the same as that of |Wi :“ qXi ` qei, where qXi is a random vector with zero mean and
covariance matrix K
pqq
X,L, and qei is an independent zero mean random vector with (diagonal) covariance
matrix D. Indeed, their common mean is zero and the common covariance matrix is K
pqq
X,L `D. Thus,
one can view ξi as being distributed (up to second order) as a “rank q vector + measurement error” for
any q ă rtrue. Equivalently, it can be viewed as a random sample under the null hypothesis H0,q. Indeed,
the test statistic is determined by the second order structure alone. On the other hand, for q “ rtrue,
it follows from Theorem 1 that K
prtrueq
X,L “ KX,L. Therefore, Covpξiq “ KW,L, and consequently, ξi is
being approximately (upto second order structure) distributed as the original Wi, which is indeed a “rank
rtrue vector + measurement error”. The idea of the bootstrap procedure is to materialise this heuristic,
replacing unknown elements with their “hat counterparts” as naturally estimated in the given context.
To establish validity of the re-ranked bootstrap procedure for testing the pair tH0,q, H1,qu, we will
demonstrate that in large samples we have nT ˚ d« nT pqq, under H0,q, while have nT ˚ ďst nT pqq under
H1,q, where ‘ďst’ denotes stochastic order of scalar random variables,
X ďst Y ùñ P pX ą uq ď P pY ą uq, @u P R.
This second property formalises what is required for the centring (“re-ranking”) to work: that it generates
small values of T ˚ even when q is not the true rank. Taken together, the two properties will imply that
the test based on the bootstrap procedure will respect the level under the null, and provide nontrivial
power under the alternative. Indeed, as to what concerns power, we recall that nT pqq diverges under
H0,q, so if we can establish tightness of nT
˚ under H0,q then we will have consistency in addition to the
sought stochastic ordering (see Corollary 1).
Theorem 3 (Bootstrap Validity). Let P ˚ denote the empirical measure induced by sampling n observa-
tions uniformly with replacement from
ξi “ mpWiq ` ei, i “ 1, . . . , n,
where mpWiq “ W ` KpqqX,LK´1W,LpWi ´Wq and ei i.i.d„ NLp0,KpqqX,L ´ KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpqqX,L) for some given
minimiser K
pqq
X,L of pip¨q. Let pKξ˚,L denote the covariance of the law P ˚, and let Fn˚ denote the (random)
distribution function of the re-scaled bootstrap statistic minCPRLˆq n}PL ˝ p pKξ˚,L ´CCT q}2F . Suppose that
there exists a rank factorization, say, CqC
T
q of K
pqq
X,L such that ∇2}PL ˝ pKpqqX,L ´ CqCTq q}2F is invertible.
Then, under assumptions (C) and (G) it holds with P -probability 1 that
Fn˚ puq nÑ8ÝÑ Gpuq, @u P R,
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where G is the distribution function of the random variable
}PL ˝ Znew}2F ´ 8 pvecpPL ˝ ZqqT tpC0 b ILqp∇2ΨjpC0qq´1pCT0 b ILquvecpPL ˝ Znewq,
and the random vector Znew is the weak limit of
?
nt pKξ,L ´ pKpqqX,L ` Dqu, where pKξ,L is the empirical
covariance of the ξi’s. Furthermore, if H0,q is true, then the limit G of Fn˚ coincides with the limiting
distribution of nT pqq, provided the Wi are Gaussian.
Corollary 1 (Nearly perfect power under any level). Let F
pqq
n denote the distribution function of nT pqq
and Fn˚ be the bootstrap distribution, as in Theorem 3. If (C) and (G) hold, and if tWiuni“1 are Gaussian,
• Under H0,q, }Fn˚ ´ F pqqn }TV nÑ8ÝÑ 0 with P -probability 1.
• Under H1,q, }Fn˚ ´ F pqqn }TV nÑ8ÝÑ 1 with P -probability 1.
Here }F1 ´ F2}TV is the total variation distance of probability measures with distribution functions F1
and F2.
Before moving on to issues computational as well as the finite sample performance of the scheme, we
give make some additional remarks to help clarify the message conveyed by the theorem and its corollary
(these can be skipped at first reading).
Remark 2 (On Theorem 3 and Corollary 1). (a) The astute reader will notice that the Theorem considers
a slightly simplified “semi-oracle” setting, where some otherwise unknown objects are assumed accessible
for use in simulation. This is done in order to allow for a tractable analysis, and as non-technical a
statement as possible, similar in spirit to simplifications employed, for example, in Delaigle and Hall
(2012) (see equations (2.4) and (2.5) along with Theorem 2.1). The key complication in considering
the fully empirically accessible version of the theorem, is not so much conceptual, but rather technical
in nature. For instance, the fact that a minimisers K
pqq
X,L and
pKpqqX,L may not be unique implies that
one would need to consider a substantially more sophisticated asymptotic regime, without truly gaining
additional insight.
(b) Since the pξi’s are approximately distributed as the ξi’s, the above theorem gives a theoretical
justification as to why the procedure based on bootstrapping the pξi’s will be able to approximate the
bootstrap p-value under the null hypothesis at least under Gaussianity. The Gaussianity assumption
is needed to ensure that the fourth order moments are determined by the second order moments, and
consequently, the distributions of Znew and Z coincide under the null hypothesis H0,q.
(c) When Gaussianity cannot be assumed, it is still true that the asymptotic distribution of n qT ˚
approximates the asymptotic distribution of nT under H0,q, albeit under a different rank q process (de-
termined by the spectrum of K
pqq
X,L) than the rank q truncation of the original X–process (which is deter-
mined by the first q eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of KX,L). To gauge the quality of this approximation,
investigate the performance of the procedure under departures from Gaussianity in Section 3.
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(d) The statement of Corollary 1 makes precise the following fact: since the re-scaled bootstrap statistic
nT ˚ has a tight weak limit under H1,q whereas nT pqq escapes to infinity under H1,q, test based on the
bootstrap will have an asymptotic power of 1 no matter what the chosen significant level is (equivalently,
the bootstrap p-values will converge to zero under H1,q). This suggests a practical strategy when the
sample size is sufficiently large: to choose a small value α, i.e. perform a conservative test. This is
corroborated by means of simulation in Section 3.
2.5 Computation
We now discuss the computational aspects of the test statistic. Recall that
T pjq “ min
ΘLˆL: rankpΘqďj
}PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}2 “ min
CPRLˆj
}PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ CCT q}2.
Even the simplification (removal of the rank constraint) of the first minimization, as obtained by the
second one, remains a non-convex optimization problem. Thus, we cannot guarantee that standard
techniques, e.g., gradient descent, will converge to a global minimum. Note that there are infinitely
many minima due to the fact that if C1 is a minima, so is C1O for any j ˆ j orthogonal matrix.
However, recent work by Chen and Wainwright (Chen and Wainwright, 2015) shows that projected
gradient descent methods with a suitable starting point have a high probability of returning a “good” local
optima in factorized matrix completion problems. For our simulation study, we used the in-built solver
optim in the R software with starting point C1 “ UjΣ1{2j , where UΣUT is the spectral decomposition ofpKW,L, Uj is the matrix obtained by retaining the first j columns of U , and Σj is the matrix obtained
by keeping the first j rows and columns of Σ. Although we do not exactly use the approach by Chen
and Wainwright (2015), it is seen in the simulations that our way of solving the minimization problem
converges reasonably quickly and yields stable results.
An important requirement in our test procedure is the choice of M . One way of doing so would be
to use the band-deleted scree plot. This is defined as the graph of the function
j ÞÑ T pj´1q ´ T pjq.
The graph of the above function is expected to be strictly positive for all j ă rtrue, and it is expected
to be very close to zero for all j ě rtrue. So, the point where the graph almost merges with the x-axis
should give a good initial estimate of the true rank of the functional data. However, such a choice of
M would then be data-driven and would be beyond the complexity of the asymptotic study done in
the previous section, which needs a fixed choice of M . An option is to split the sample into two parts,
one part of choosing M using the band-deleted scree plot, and use the other part with this choice of M
(which would now be fixed, conditional on the first split sample) to conduct the proposed procedure.
For the asymptotics as in the previous section to go through, one would only need the size of the second
sample to be of the same order as the original sample so that its size grows to infinity with the total
sample size.
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Although our procedure involves solving a non-convex problem including a subsequent bootstrap
procedure, the computational time is quite reasonable in all the simulations that we carried out. Our
algorithm, when run on a 64-bit Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80 GHz machine with 16 GB
RAM, took 9.6 seconds to run one iteration of the bootstrapped test procedure when the sample size is
n “ 100 and the grid size is L “ 50.
3 Simulation studies
We will now investigate the finite sample performance of the procedure for estimating the true rank using
bootstrap tests as discussed in the previous section. Let Xptq “ µptq `řrtruej“1 Yjφjptq, t P r0, 1s denote
the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion of the true unobserved process. The principal component scores satisfy
EpYjq “ 0 and V arpYjq “ λj for all 1 ď j ď rtrue. We observe Wij “ Xiptjq ` ij for 1 ď i ď n and
1 ď j ď L, where 0 ă t1 ă t2 ă . . . , tL ă 1 are equispaced grid points. Also, ij i.i.d.„ Np0, σ2j q for each
j “ 1, 2, . . . , L.
3.1 Homoscedastic errors
We first consider some models with homoscedastic measurement errors, specifically:
Model A1: r0 “ 3, µptq “ 5pt ´ 0.6q2, pλ1, λ2, λ3q “ p0.6, 0.3, 0.1q, Yj „ Np0, λjq, φ1ptq “ 1, φ2ptq “?
2 sinp2pitq, φ3ptq “
?
2 cosp2pitq, and σ2j “ 1 for all j.
Model A2: The model parameters are almost the same as Model A1 except that we now set φ3ptq “?
2 cosp4pitq, and Yj now has a mixture distribution that is Np2
a
λj{3, λj{3q with probability 1{3 and
Np´aλj{3, λj{3q with probability 2{3. Thus, the X-paths are somewhat “curvier” and the princi-
pal component scores follow skewed Gaussian mixture models. The latter is chosen to investigate the
behaviour of the bootstrap procedure for non-Gaussian models (see point (b) of Remark 2).
Model A3: rtrue “ 3, µptq “ 12.5pt ´ 0.5q2 ´ 1.25, pλ1, λ2, λ3q “ p4, 2, 1q, Yj „ Np0, λjq, φ1ptq “ 1,
φ2ptq “
?
2 cosp2pitq, φ3ptq “
?
2 sinp4pitq, and σ2j “ 2 for all j.
Model A4: The model parameters are the same as in Model A3. The principal component scores now
have the same skewed Gaussian mixture form as in Model A2.
Model A5: r0 “ 6, µptq “ 0, pλ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6q “ p4, 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2, 1.5q, Yj „ Np0, λjq, φ1ptq “ 1,
φ2kptq “
?
2 sinp2kpitq for k “ 1, 2, 3, φ2k`1ptq “
?
2 cosp2kpitq for k “ 1, 2, and σ2j “ 3 for all j.
Models (A1)-(A3) have analytic eigenfunctions and the models are similar to those considered in Li
et al. (2013). The next set of models have non-analytic eigenfunctions that enable us to investigate the
influence of the smoothness of the eigenfunctions on our procedure.
Model S1: µptq “ 5pt´ 0.6q2, pλ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6q “ p2, 1.7, 1.4, 1.1, 0.8, 0.5q, Yj „ Np0, λjq, the φt’s
are orthonormalised functions obtained from the basis of cubic splines with knots at p0.3, 0.5, 0.7q, and
σ2j “ 3 for all j.
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Model S2: The model parameters are the same as in Model S1. The principal component scores now
have the same skewed Gaussian mixture form as in Model A2.
Model S3: µptq “ 5pt´0.6q2, pλ1, λ2, λ3, λ4q “ p1.4, 1.1, 0.8, 0.5q, Yj „ Np0, λjq, the φt’s are orthonor-
malized functions obtained from the basis of quadratic splines with knots at p0.2, 0.6q, and σ2j “ 2 for all
j.
Model S4: The model parameters are the same as in Model S3 except that now the principal compo-
nent scores now have the same skewed Gaussian mixture form as in Model A2.
Model S5: µptq “ 5pt ´ 0.6q2, pλ1, λ2, λ3q “ p1.1, 0.8, 0.5q, the φt’s are orthonormalized functions
obtained from the basis of linear splines with knots at p0.2, 0.6q, and σ2j “ 1 for all j. The principal
component scores now have the same skewed Gaussian mixture form as in Model A2.
For each of these models, we have considered two combinations of sample size n and grid size L,
namely, pn,Lq “ p150, 25q and p150, 50q to emulate more sparsely/densely observed settings. The pa-
rameter M described in the bootstrap algorithm in the previous section is set to M “ 10 for all the
simulations in this and the next sub-section, which yielded good performance. As discussed in the previ-
ous section, we want to choose some M ą rtrue but not M " rtrue. This can be done by visual inspection
of the off-diagonal scree plot j ÞÑ T pjq´T pj´1q). With this method, typical of M turned out to be M “ 9
for models A5, S1 ans S2 (i.e., rtrue “ 6) or M “ 6 for the other models. The fixed value of M “ 10
covers all the situations above from that perspective.
To probe the performance of the bootstrap procedure, we draw B “ 500 bootstrap sample and find
the estimate of r. We choose α “ 0.05, which is a reasonably conservative choice for the given sample
size (cf. point (c) of Remark 2 in the previous section). For each model and choice of α, we repeat the
procedure 100 times to report the empirical distribution of the estimated rank.
We next compare the performance of our procedure with some of the well-known techniques for
selecting the rank of a functional data. For this investigation, we will consider the AIC based criterion
(AICyao) in Sec. 2.5 of Yao et al. (2005), the modified AIC (AICm) and the modified BIC (BICm) based
criteria proposed in equations (16) and (6), respectively, in Li et al. (2013), and the modified information
theoretic criteria PCp1 and ICp1 given in equation (20) in Li et al. (2013). The information theoretic
criteria are inspired by similar techniques in Bai and Ng (2002) who used them to estimate the number
of factors in an approximate factor model. Let us mention that each of the above benchmark procedures
use some sort of information theoretic criterion which, in essence, carries out a model selection procedure.
Thus they automatically introduce parsimony in the final outcome and so are not exactly geared towards
testing the finiteness of the rank, which is the problem considered here. However, they still give us an
estimate of the (“essential”) rank. We have included these in our simulation study to understand what
effect the induced parsimony of these procedures have in terms of the testing problem. The results are
tabulated in Tables 1–4.
It is observed from Tables 1–4 that the proposed method selects the true rank is at least 90% of the
iterations for all of the chosen models, irrespective of whether the true rank is large/small, the observation
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Table 1: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models A1–A5 with homoscedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 2 97 0 1 0 1 98 1 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 13 59 26 0 0 16 64 20 0 0 74 25 1
AICm 34 54 12 0 0 41 53 6 0 0 80 20 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 67 33 0 0 0 70 30 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0
ICp1 53 44 3 0 0 55 45 0 0 0 92 8 0 0 0
Model A4 Model A5pr 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 97 2 1
AICyao 0 0 68 32 1 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICm 77 23 0 0 0 77 19 4 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 67 0 0
PCp1 92 8 0 0 0 89 9 2 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 90 10 0 0 0 90 8 2 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models A1–A5 with homoscedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 1 99 0 0 0 2 98
AICm 9 38 52 1 0 8 37 55 0 0 47 46 7 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 41 51 8 0 0 37 54 9 0 0 76 24 0 0 0
ICp1 21 49 30 0 0 12 51 37 0 0 60 39 1 0 0
Model A4 Model A5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 1 99 0 0 0 0 0 92 8 0
AICm 37 49 14 0 0 24 28 40 6 2 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 78 22 0 0 0 40 40 19 1 0 0 0 0
ICp1 62 36 2 0 0 46 37 16 1 0 0 0 0
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Table 3: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models S1–S5 with homoscedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model S1 Model S2
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 95 4 1
AICyao 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICm 31 31 38 0 0 0 0 0 33 35 32 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 0 77 23 0 0 0 0 0 2 77 21 0 0
PCp1 33 36 31 0 0 0 0 0 34 37 29 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 65 31 4 0 0 0 0 0 63 32 5 0 0 0 0 0
Model S3 Model S4 Model S5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 0 93 5 2 0 0 0 94 4 2 0 0 94 4 2
AICyao 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 77 22 1
AICm 1 8 56 35 0 0 1 8 53 38 0 0 1 20 79 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 1 10 60 29 0 0 2 11 55 32 0 0 1 20 79 0 0
ICp1 7 14 64 15 0 0 16 17 55 12 0 0 3 23 74 0 0
Table 4: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models S1–S5 with homoscedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model S1 Model S2
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 0 83 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 20 0
AICm 0 2 3 13 57 25 0 0 0 0 7 14 51 28 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 0 3 8 17 54 18 0 0 0 0 12 21 49 18 0 0
ICp1 1 11 27 36 25 0 0 0 1 10 27 37 25 0 0 0
Model S3 Model S4 Model S5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 3 42 55 0 0 0 3 43 54 0 0 0 1 99
AICm 0 1 16 83 0 0 0 0 9 91 0 0 0 8 92 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 0 2 17 81 0 0 0 0 9 91 0 0 0 7 93 0 0
ICp1 0 2 15 83 0 0 0 0 18 82 0 0 0 9 91 0 0
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grid is sparse/dense, the distribution is Gaussian or not, the signal is smooth/rough, and the noise is
large/small compared to the signal. In fact, the when pn,Lq “ p150, 50q, the bootstrap procedure chooses
the true rank in all the 100 iterations under all of the above simulation models. Moreover, the evidence
(as seen from the magnitude of the p-values) is quite strong. In cases where the detection of the true rank
is not perfect, we found that on making the test procedure more conservative (by choosing a smaller α,
e.g., α “ 0.01 or 0.001), the proportion of correct identification of the rank rapidly reached 100%. This
is consistent with our Corollary 1 and the discussion in point (c) of Remark 2 in the previous section.
We should point out here that the choice of M “ 10 in our procedure leads to improved estimation
for the models where the true rank is near 10, namely, under Models (A5), (S1) and (S2), due to the
better estimation of the error variance. On the other hand, the simulation study shows that even under
gross over-estimation of M (e.g., in the models where the true rank is 3 or 4), the estimation is perfect
provided that the grid is dense. This is because in these case, the error variance is well estimated due to
the denseness of the grid.
It is observed from the results shown in Tables 1–4 that AICyao estimates the true rank almost
accurately if the rank is large (equal to 6 as in Models (A5), (S1) and (S2)). When the rank is small,
the performance of AICyao is model dependent, which is undesirable. Investigating a bit more, it may
be observed that it has poor performance (overestimation of rank) under Models A1 and A2 (rank =
3), where the error dominates the leading eigenvalue of the signal. On the other hand, for Models (S3)
and (S4) (rank = 4), AICyao accurately selects the true rank. Moreover, when the rank is small (equal
to 3 or 4) but the grid is dense (L “ 50), it is seen that AICyao grossly over-estimates the true rank
in almost all models. This over-estimation is exacerbated when the eigenfunction are analytic, which is
surprising since one would feel that this is an easier problem in terms of rank detection than the rough
models (S3), (S4) and (S5). The over-estimation of the rank by AICyao was also observed by Li et al.
(2013).
The AICm, PCp1 and ICp1 criteria do not perform well in general and mostly under-estimate the
rank irrespective of the sample size and the sparse/dense regime. The BICm procedure, on the other
hand, perfectly estimates the rank when the grid is dense (L “ 50). It does so also when the grid is
sparse provided that the true rank is small (equal to 3 or 4). However, for Models (S1) and (S2) with
L “ 25, where the rank is large (equal to 6) and the grid is sparse (L “ 25), the BICm criterion mostly
selects a smaller rank. This is different from its performance under Model (A5) with L “ 25 (which is
also of rank 6), where it selects the true rank in 67% of iterations. The difference in this behaviour of
BICm may be attributed to the fact that for Model (A5), the eigenfunctions are analytic, while they are
only twice continuously differentiable for Models (S1) and (S2). So, even when the grid is sparse, the
analyticity (variability between grid points is severely restricted by analytic continuation property) of
the eigenfunctions in Model (A5) makes it easier to estimate the rank as compared to Models (S1) and
(S2).
Combining the observations from Tables 1–4, it may be concluded that the BICm and the AICyao
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criteria are most appropriate among the competing procedures. While the latter works well when the
rank is large (irrespective of the sparsity/denseness of the grid), the former is suited when the grid is
dense (irrespective of the magnitude of the rank). The BICm procedure also works very well when
the grid is sparse, provided that the rank is small. However, both of them are also very sensitive to
departures from the above situations – AICyao grossly over-estimates, while BICm sufficiently under-
estimates. Note that the difference in performance is observed between L “ 25 and L “ 50. This change
in number of observations is not so stark so as to be classified immediately into sparse and dense regime.
However, the fact that the performance of these two procedures vary in such a moderate change of grid
size is somewhat disturbing. One may be tempted to use the scree-plot to get a pilot estimate of the rank
to decide between AICyao and BICm. Since the rank is easily over/under-estimated in this approach,
the use of corresponding procedure may result in a seriously distorted selection of the rank due to the
sensitivity of the procedures as seen from the simulations. We should also mention in passing that the
performance of the AICyao and the BICm procedures crucially depend on the choice of the smoothing
parameters. Indeed, Li et al. (2013) considered models similar to Models (A1)-(A5) but worked with
an undersmoothing choice of the bandwidth parameter, and the relative performance of the above two
procedures were significantly different from that observed by us.
On the other hand, Table 1–4 shows that the procedure proposed in the paper always selects the
true rank in at least 90% of the iterations (the percentage is much larger in many cases), irrespective of
the magnitude of the rank and the sparsity/denseness of the grid. Thus, the proposed method seems to
provide a good and stable alternative. Over and above this advantage, our method also comes with a
probabilistic guarantee on overestimation, and hence provides an automatic quantification of uncertainty
about the true rank.
3.2 Heteroskedastic errors
Our procedure automatically adapts to a heteroskedastic variance structure for the measurement errors.
We therefore include in our study some heteroskedastic error scenarios in order to gauge how much this
might affect the performance of different procedures.
We have considered the same models as in the previous section for generating the true functional
data. However, the measurement errors now have a a variance structure given by the formula
σ2pp´1qU`k “ U´1
pUÿ
l“pp´1qU`1
KXptl, tlq{1.5,
where U “ L{5, k “ 1, 2, . . . , U and p “ 1, 2, . . . , 5. This specific error structure may be viewed from
the perspective of a local averaging of the signal along with a downscaling by a factor of 3{2. For these
simulation models, the results obtained are provided in Tables 5 to 8.
The performance of the proposed procedure remains invariant to the presence of homoskedasticity.
This is in line with what the underlying theory predicts, since the proposed method in no way depends
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Table 5: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models A1–A5 with heteroskedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 95 4 1 0 0 94 5 1 0 0 93 6 1
AICyao 0 0 25 57 18 0 0 39 56 5 0 0 22 62 16
AICm 21 45 34 0 0 27 51 22 0 0 93 7 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 60 38 2 0 0 63 37 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
ICp1 33 47 20 0 0 38 52 10 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Model A4 Model A5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 94 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 25 55 20 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICm 95 5 0 0 0 86 13 1 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 0 1 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 55 0 0
PCp1 99 1 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 98 2 0 0 0 97 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
to homoskedasticity or lack of it. What is surprising, though, is the observation that the performance
of the competing procedures do not change significantly, even though these methods are designed for
the homoscedastic situation. Though a proper theoretical justification of this observation is beyond the
scope of the present paper, it presents a very interesting problem for future consideration.
3.3 Spiked functional data
In high-dimensional statistics, spiked covariance models (see, e.g., Johnstone (2001), Paul (2007)) play a
crucial role in understanding the behaviour of classical statistical procedures. In the functional setting,
this regime is not that well-known/well-studied – one exception being Amini and Wainwright (2012) who
studies this regime to understand noisy sample functional PCA. In any case, one could easily fit the
spiked framework into functional data analysis in one of two ways: (a) spike in the covariance model in
the time domain, i.e., spikes in KXpt, tq, t P r0, 1s, or (b) spike in the spectrum of the covariance kernel,
i.e., spike in the eigenvalue sequence tλju. One real life example in the latter scenario is the Tecator
data considered in Section 4. Inspired by these consideration, we choose a few spiked eigenvalue models
for functional data as follows:
Model SF1: Model (A1) is modified to now have pλ1, λ2, λ3q “ p4, 0.2, 0.1q and σ2j “ 1 for all j. Here
the first eigenvalue explains about 93% of the total variation in the signal.
Model SF2: Model (A5) is modified to now have pλ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6q “ p5, 4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1q and
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Table 6: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models A1–A5 with heteroskedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model A1 Model A2 Model A3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 4 96 0 0 0 1 99
AICm 4 30 65 1 0 6 24 70 0 0 62 37 1 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 35 53 12 0 0 27 51 22 0 0 84 16 0 0 0
ICp1 10 41 49 0 0 7 44 49 0 0 79 21 0 0 0
Model A4 Model A5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 1 99 0 0 0 0 0 65 35 0
AICm 63 34 3 0 0 22 29 40 7 2 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 86 14 0 0 0 37 40 22 1 0 0 0 0
ICp1 85 15 0 0 0 44 38 17 1 0 0 0 0
Table 7: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models S1–S5 with heteroskedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model S1 Model S2
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 0 0 3 97 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 96 3 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICm 60 34 6 0 0 0 0 0 65 31 4 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 1 0 0 4 69 23 0 0 20 0 0 5 51 24 0 0
PCp1 64 31 5 0 0 0 0 0 77 21 2 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 82 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
Model S3 Model S4 Model S5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 0 93 5 2 0 0 0 94 6 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 66 34 0 0 0 0 71 29 0 0 0 65 34 1
AICm 41 37 22 0 0 0 43 34 23 0 0 0 2 23 75 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 38 38 23 1 0 0 38 34 27 1 0 0 4 23 73 0 0
ICp1 64 31 5 0 0 0 66 31 3 0 0 0 8 30 62 0 0
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Table 8: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models S1–S5 with heteroskedastic errors for pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model S1 Model S2
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 0 14 57 29 0 0 0 0 0 12 62 26
AICm 0 8 20 35 35 2 0 0 1 7 22 37 33 0 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 0 9 27 38 23 3 0 0 1 9 25 38 27 0 0 0
ICp1 13 26 39 20 2 0 0 0 16 21 43 19 1 0 0 0
Model S3 Model S4 Model S5
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 5 ě 6 1 2 3 4 ě 5
Proposed 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 0 0 4 96 0 0 0 0 5 95 0 0 1 6 93
AICm 0 1 18 81 0 0 0 0 13 87 0 0 0 4 96 0 0
BICm 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
PCp1 0 2 18 80 0 0 0 0 16 84 0 0 0 5 95 0 0
ICp1 0 4 34 62 0 0 0 2 28 70 0 0 0 8 92 0 0
σ2j “ 1. Here the top two eigenvalues explain 93.75% of the total variation in the signal.
Model SF3: Model (A5) is modified to now have pλ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6q “ p4, 3.5, 3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1q and
σ2j “ 3. Here the top three eigenvalues explain about 95% of the total variation in the signal.
The spectrums for each of the above models is plotted in Fig. 2. We should mention that the structure
of the spike considered above in the functional setup is different from that in the high dimensional
setting (an asymptotically non-vanishing fraction of the eigenvalues are ą 1 ` c for some c ą 0, while
the other eigenvalues are equal to 1). The models considered above are chosen to understand how the
spiked nature of the spectrum affects the performance of the proposed method as well as the competing
methods. Table 9 gives the empirical distribution of the selected rank for each of the above three models
when pn,Lq “ p150, 25q and p150, 50q – sparse and dense grids.
It is observed from Table 9 that the proposed method yields near perfect estimation of the rank
under all of the above models except Model (SF3) under sparse grids. This suggests a certain degree of
robustness of the proposed procedure against extreme forms of the spectrum. Observe that the proposed
procedure is based on a goodness-of-fit criterion, which might lead someone to think that the only the
spiked part of the spectrum should yield a good fit. However, our bootstrap based testing procedure
seems to correct for this by sufficiently separating the bootstrap distribution from the test statistic value,
i.e. even the tail part of the spectrum contributes. Model (SF3) under sparse grids is is a very difficult
setting, given that the noise level is quite high, the grid is sparse, and there is a spike in the spectrum.
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Figure 2: Plots of the eignspectrums for the spiked models
Even then, though, the proposed method performs distinctly better than all other alternative methods.
The AICm, PCp1 and ICp1 procedures yield poor results as in the previous two subsections. The
performance of AICyao performs similarly as in the earlier simulations, namely, it does well when the
rank is large and the grid is sparse and the error variance is small. Its performance degrades significantly
if the grid is dense or the rank is small, which results in either overestimation. When the error variance
is not small, AICyao underestimates the true rank.
The most striking difference in performance is observed for the BICm procedure and which heavily
underestimates the true rank in the spiked regime. The situation does not improve much even if we take
dense grids (here L “ 50) unlike the perfect detection that was observed in the two earlier subsections.
This can be explained by the fact that BICm is essentially an information-theoretic model selection
criterion. Thus, it naturally aims at inducing parsimony in the results. Since the spiked models innately
have this parsimony (the first few eigenvalues explaining a major proportion of the total variation – see
Fig. 2), the BICm completely overlooks the tail of the spectrum, which leads to severe underestimation.
A somewhat unintuitive finding is that the underestimation is less severe under Model (SF3) than under
Model (SF2) although the former has a much larger error variance. One reason for this could be that
the spike in the spectrum is more distinguished in Model (SF2) than in (SF3).
3.4 Infinite dimensional models
The method proposed in the paper tests for finite dimensionality of a given functional dataset. Thus,
it is of interest to understand what the procedure tells us when the data are truly infinite dimen-
sional, even prior to noise contamination; and to compare this with the output of model selection-
based alternative procedures in such situations. To this aim, we consider infinite dimensional models
Xptq “ ř8j“1 Yjφjptq, t P r0, 1s with EpYjq “ 0, V arpYjq “ λj for all j “ 1, 2, . . ., and ij i.i.d„ Np0, σ2j q for
each i. We choose pn,Lq “ p150, 25q and p150, 50q, and consider four settings:
Model I1: X „ standard Browmian motion – polynomial decay of eigenvalues/rough paths. Also,
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Table 9: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models SF1–SF3
pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model SF1 Model SF2 Model SF3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 2 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 49 7 0
AICyao 0 0 13 49 38 0 0 0 0 6 94 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 34 7 0
AICm 100 0 0 0 0 54 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 27 14 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 100 0 0 0 0 0 98 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
PCp1 100 0 0 0 0 80 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 21 4 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 100 0 0 0 0 64 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 74 22 4 0 0 0 0 0
pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model SF1 Model SF2 Model SF3
Selected rank 1 2 3 4 ě 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ě 8
Proposed 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
AICyao 0 0 1 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 41 55 4 0 0 0 0 0 13 40 47
AICm 82 17 1 0 0 22 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 28 62 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 67 6 27 0 0 0 25 1 20 12 42 0 0 0 0 1 9 87 3 0 0
PCp1 100 0 0 0 0 45 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 32 44 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 98 2 0 0 0 31 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 32 45 0 0 0 0 0
σ2j “ 1 for 1 ď j ď L.
Model I2: X „ Gaussian process with & CovpXpsq, Xptqq “ expt´pt ´ sq2{10u – exponential decay
of eigenvalues/smooth paths. Also, σ2j “ 1 for 1 ď j ď L.
Model I3: X is as in Model (I1). However, σ2j “ 1 ´ tj for 1 ď j ď L, where 0 ă t1 ă t2 . . . ă tL is
the observation grid.
Model I4: X is as in Model (I2). However, σ2j “ tj for 1 ď j ď L, where 0 ă t1 ă t2 . . . ă tL is the
observation grid.
Tables 10 and 11 give the estimated ranks in 100 iterations under Models (I1)-(I4). It is observed
that the model selection procedures like AICyao, AICm and BICm target some level of parsimonious
representation of the data, the degree of parsimony depending on the method used. Unsurprisingly, they
fail to inform us on whether the model is truly infinite dimensional or not (similar to Type II error
in the testing paradigm). On the other hand, the proposed method chooses different ranks across the
iterations when L “ 25 (sparse grids). Thus, even under the presence of measurement errors, our method
strongly indicates that the data is not finite dimensional. However, the situation changes when the grid
is dense, particularly under homoscedastic errors. In this case, our method fails to indicate the infinite
dimensionality of the data and behvaes like its information theoretic competitiors. Under heteroskedastic
errors, the degradation in performance of our procedure is milder and it still, to some extent, indicates
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Table 10: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models I1 and I2
pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model I1 Model I2
Selected rank 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22
Proposed 0 0 6 5 22 33 34 0 0 3 8 27 20 42
AICyao 2 97 1 0 0 0 0 28 71 1 0 0 0 0
AICm 96 4 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
PCp1 88 12 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model I1 Model I2
Selected rank 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22
Proposed 55 38 7 0 0 0 0 85 13 2 0 0 0 0
AICyao 0 6 92 1 0 0 0 1 50 49 0 0 0 0
AICm 54 46 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
PCp1 30 70 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 87 13 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
the infinite dimensionality of the data. It should be noted that our asymptotic theory is developed for
the situation when the true rank is finite.
So, the overall picture about our procedure obtained from the simulation studies tells us that the
performance of our method is good for both sparse/dense grids in the finite rank setting, while it is
good under sparse grids in the truly infinite dimensional setting. So, it seems that downscaling the grid
size may be recommended in general when applying our procedure. Observe that our asymptotic regime
allows for this downscaling so long as it the rank is smaller than the grid size and the identifiability
requirements are met.
4 Data Analysis
We will apply the bootstrap technique for estimating the rank to some benchmark data sets. The first
of these is the well-known Tecator dataset which contains spectrometric curves for n “ 215 samples of
finely chopped meat (see Ferraty and Vieu (2006)). Each curve corresponds to the absorbances measured
over L “ 100 wavelengths. A standard functional PCA followed by a scree plot of the eigenvalues reveal
an essentially finite dimensional structure since the eigenvalues decay to zero very fast. A scree-plot ap-
proach would suggest the underlying rank to be three/four. In fact, the top four eigenvalues are 0.2613,
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Table 11: Table showing the true rank (in bold) and the empirical distribution of the estimated rank
under Models I3 and I4
pn,Lq “ p150, 25q
Model I3 Model I4
Selected rank 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22
Proposed 0 1 19 44 35 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 53 43
AICyao 5 93 2 0 0 0 0 49 51 0 0 0 0 0
AICm 64 36 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
PCp1 42 58 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 87 13 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
pn,Lq “ p150, 50q
Model I3 Model I4
Selected rank 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-22
Proposed 7 38 34 19 2 0 0 20 47 20 7 2 0 0
AICyao 0 30 60 10 0 0 0 3 73 24 0 0 0 0
AICm 15 76 9 0 0 0 0 99 1 0 0 0 0 0
BICm 93 7 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
PCp1 2 64 34 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
ICp1 41 59 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0024, 0.0008 and 0.0003. The percentage of total variation explained by these principal components
are 98.679%, 0.901%, 0.296% and 0.114%, respectively. So the first four eigenvalues explain 99.99% of
the total variation. Since these data are recorded to high precision, and the curves are very smooth, it
may be safely assumed that the measurements are essentially error-free. We will artificially add i.i.d.
noise to the data and then apply our method and the alternative procedures considered in the previous
section to evaluate their performance. Also, we will vary the error variance to investigate the effect of
the magnitude of the signal-to-noise ratio on the rank selection algorithms. The errors are taken to be
i.i.d. centered Gaussian with variances 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005 and 0.0001. These values
range from “noise dominating signal completely” to “noise smaller than fourth largest eigenvalue”. For
our procedure and each value of the noise variance, we choose M “ 10 as in the simulation studies earlier.
The band-deleted scree plot also suggests that we choose M ď 10.
Table 12 shows the estimated ranks obtained from the different procedures under the chosen levels of
the error variance. It is seen that unless the error variance is very small (comparable to the fourth largest
eigenvalue), AICyao generally chooses unrealistically high values of the rank. In the other situations, the
rank is chosen to be one. On the other hand, all of AICm, PCp1 and ICp1 select the rank to be one
unless the error variance completely overwhelms the signal. The BICm procedure always selects the rank
as one. These observations can be explained by noting that the Tecator data is an example of a spiked
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Table 12: Table showing the estimated rank of the Tecator data set under different error variances
Error variance 1 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.01 0.005 0.001 0.0005 0.0001
Proposed method 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 6
AICyao 7 8 11 12 12 12 9 1 1
AICm 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
BICm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
PCp1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
ICp1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
functional dataset and the behaviour of these model selection procedures for such data was found to ex-
hibit such behaviour in Section 3.3. The procedure proposed in the paper estimates the rank to be three
or four in all cases where the error variance is interlaced and comparable with the second/third/fourth
eigenvalues. Only when the error variance is very small (smaller than the fourth largest eigenvalue),
is the rank overestimated (as being six), which is arguably modest a deviation. Thus, when the error
variance is moderate (neither too small nor overwhelming the signal), only the proposed method seems
to provide a proper estimate of the rank of the Tecator data.
The next data that we consider contains the number of eggs laid by each of 1000 female Mediter-
ranean fruit flies (medflies), Ceratitis capitata, in a fertility study described in Carey et al. (1998). The
data2 contain the total number of eggs laid by each medfly as well as the daily breakup of the number of
eggs laid. It is discussed in Carey et al. (1998) that there is a change in the pattern of egg production at
day 51 post birth for those medflies which lived past that age. Also, the variation in the number of eggs
laid from day 51 onwards is in general much larger than that before day 51. Taking these observations
into account, it seems more pertinent to look at the egg-laying data till the age 50 days for those medflies
that live past that age. This results in a sample of n “ 145 medflies. Since the number of eggs laid in
days 1 to 3 for these medflies equal zero, we only keep the number of eggs laid from day 4 onwards for
our analysis.
Among the competing procedures, AICyao estimates the rank of the data to be equal to 9 while
BICm selects the rank to be 7. All of AICm, PCp1 and ICp1 select the rank to be one, which is grossly
incorrect as can be concluded from a visual inspection of the data. The bootstrap procedure proposed
in this paper is carried out by selecting M “ 10. In fact, the band-deleted scree plot as well as the
results obtained from the competing methods indicate that the rank is perhaps smaller than 10. Our
procedure selects the rank to be 7 at level 1%. The conservative choice of α is made by keeping in mind
the discussion in Remark 2 (c) and the observations in the simulation study. Further, our bootstrap test
rejects the hypotheses H0,q for q “ 1, 2, . . . , 6 with p-values exactly equal to zero.
Our procedure thus yields the same result as the BICm approach. We compared the AICm, the
2Accessible at http://anson.ucdavis.edu/„mueller/data/medfly1000.txt
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BICm and the AICyao approaches by computing the average relative squared error
ARSE “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
řL
j“1pWij ´xXiptjqq2řL
j“1W 2ij
,
where xXip¨q “ pµp¨q `řprj“1 pξij pφp¨q is the prediction of Xipsq using the PACE estimates of µ, φ and ξij ’s
(see Yao et al. (2005)). For computing the ARSE for each approach, we use the estimated value pr of the
rank obtained from the corresponding approach. It is found that the ARSE for the AICyao approach
(with pr “ 9) equals 0.200 and the ARSE for the BICm approach (with pr “ 7) is 0.204. Note that since
our approach yields the same estimate of the rank as the BICm approach, the ARSE for our approach
is also equal to 0.204. Thus, there is no significant improvement in the ARSE by considering 9 principal
components (obtained using AICyao) instead of 7 (obtained using our approach or BICm). The ARSE
of the AICm approach (as well as that of the PCp1 and the ICp1 approaches) equals 4.258. It would seem
that these three approaches perform poorly in determining the true rank of the process in this example.
5 Appendix: Proofs of Formal Statements
Proof of Lemma 1. Assume that t1 ą 0 “: t0 and tL ă 1 “: tL`1. Denote by KX,app the covariance
operator associated with the kernel
kX,apppu, vq “
Lÿ
p,q“1
kXptp, tqq1tu P rtp´1, tps, v P rtq´1, tqsu
`
Lÿ
p“1
kXptp, tLq1tu P rtp´1, tps, v P rtL, 1su
`
Lÿ
q“1
kXptL, tqq1tu P rtL, 1s, v P rtq´1, tqsu
` kXptL, tLq1tu P rtL, 1s, v P rtL, 1su
for u, v P r0, 1s. If pλ, ψq is an eigenvalue/eigenfunction pair of the operator associated with the kernel
kX,app, then
ż 1
0
kX,apppu, vqψpvqdv “ λψpuq @u P r0, 1s
ñ
L`1ÿ
q“1
ż tq
tq´1
kX,apppu, vqψpvqdv “ λψpuq @u P r0, 1s
ñ
Lÿ
q“1
kXptp, tqq
ż tq
tq´1
ψpvqdv ` kXptp, tLq
ż 1
tL
ψpvqdv “ λψpuq @u P rtp´1, tps, @p “ 1, 2, . . . , L
&
Lÿ
q“1
kXptL, tqq
ż tq
tq´1
ψpvqdv ` kXptL, tLq
ż 1
tL
ψpvqdv “ λψpuq @u P rtL, 1s
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Denote ds “
şts
ts´1 ψptqdt for s “ 1, 2, . . . , L` 1. Upon integrating the last equation over u for each of the
L` 1 intervals, we obtain
ñ
Lÿ
q“1
kXptp, tqqptp ´ tp´1qdq ` kXptp, tLqptp ´ tp´1qdL`1 “ λdp @p “ 1, 2, . . . , L.
&
Lÿ
q“1
kXptL, tqqptL`1 ´ tLqdq ` kXptL, tLqptL`1 ´ tLqdL`1 “ λdL`1
Define the matrix KX,L,˚ with pp, qqth entry equal to kXptp, tqqptp ´ tp´1q if 1 ď p, q ď L, equal to
kXptp, tLqptp´ tp´1q if 1 ď p ď L, q “ L, equal to kXptL, tqqptL`1´ tLq if p “ L` 1, 1 ď q ď L, and equal
to kXptL`1, tL`1qptL`1 ´ tLq if p “ q “ L` 1. The above set of equations thus reduce to KX,L,˚d “ λd,
where d “ pd1, d2, . . . , dL`1q1, i.e., λ is an eigenvalue of KX,L,˚ with (normalized) eigenfunction d{}d}.
Let us now note that››››››
¨˝
L´1KX,L 0
01 0
‚˛´KX,L,˚
››››››
2
F
“
Lÿ
p,q“1
“
kXptp, tqqtptp ´ tp´1q ´ L´1u
‰2 ` Lÿ
p“1
“
kXptp, tLqtptp ´ tp´1q ´ L´1u
‰2
`
Lÿ
p“1
k2Xptp, tLqptL`1 ´ tLq2 ` k2XptL, tLqptL`1 ´ tLq2
ď const.
#
pL` 1q
Lÿ
p“1
ptp ´ tp´1q2 ´ 1` 2p1´ tLq ` LptL`1 ´ tLq2
+
,
where the last inequality follows from simple algebra and by using the fact that kX is bounded on r0, 1s2.
Suppose that the grid satisfies
lim
LÑ8pL` 1q
Lÿ
p“1
ptp ´ tp´1q2 “ 1, lim
LÑ8 tL “ 1, limLÑ8LptL`1 ´ tLq
2 “ 0.
We call this condition (G). In that case, we have››››››
¨˝
L´1KX,L 0
01 0
‚˛´KX,L,˚
››››››
2
F
Ñ 0 as LÑ8.
Also, note that the matrix above obtained by adjoining zeros to L´1KX,L has the same eigenvalues as
KX,L. Denote the eigenvalues (in decreasing order of magnitude) of any operator (respectively, matrix)
A (respectively, A) by λjpA q(respectively, λjpAq. Thus, using a perturbation bound for eigenvalues (see
Ipsen and Nadler (2009)), we get that for any  ą 0, there exists L0 ě 1 such that max1ďjďr |λjpKX,Lq´
λjpKX,L,˚q| ă  for all L ą L0. But, λpKX,L,˚q “ λpKX,appq as observed earlier. So, for this  ą 0, we
have
max
1ďjďr |λjpKX,Lq ´ λjpKX,appq| ă  (5)
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for all L ą L0.
Next, the uniform continuity of kX implies that for the above  ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that
|kXpu, vq ´ kXpu1, v1q| ă  whenever |u ´ u1|2 ` |v ´ v1|2 ă η. By condition (G) on the grid, it follows
that there exists L1 ě 1 such that if L ą L1, then for each pu, vq P r0, 1s2, there exists ptp1 , tq1q with
|u´ tp1 |2 ` |v ´ tq1 |2 ă η. Thus, we have
sup
u,vPr0,1s
|kXpu, vq ´ kX,apppu, vq| ă  ñ }KX ´KX,app}HS ă .
Since rankpKXq “ r, its rth smallest eigenvalue λrpKXq ą 0. Choose  “ λrpKXq{4. Then, using the
eigenvalue bound, we have
max
1ďjďr |λjpKX,appq ´ λjpKXq| ď }KX ´KX,app}HS ă λrpKXq{4
ñ λjpKX,appq ą λjpKXq ´ λrpKXq{4 ą 0 @ j “ 1, 2, . . . , r
for all L ą L1. Using (5), it now follows that
λjpKX,Lq ą λjpKX,appq ´ λrpKXq{4 ą λjpKXq ´ λrpKXq{2 ą 0 @ j “ 1, 2, . . . , r
for all L ą maxpL0, L1q. Thus, for all large L, the matrix KX,L has at least r positive eigenvalues. Since
we have already shown that rankpKX,Lq ď r if rankpKXq “ r, it follows that for all large L, we have
rankpKX,Lq “ r. Further, this holds for all grids satisfying condition (G).
Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove the identifiability result. Suppose that Dpjq “ diagpσ2j1, σ2j2, . . . , σ2jLq
for j “ 1, 2. Define δp “ σ22p ´ σ21p for p “ 1, 2, . . . , L. We need to show that δp “ 0 for all p. Suppose
that there exists q P t1, 2, . . . , Lu such that δq ‰ 0. Now, the continuity of the covariance kernels kp1qX
and k
p2q
X over r0, 1s2 implies their uniform continuity. So, for any  ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that
|kp1qX ps, tq ´ kp1qX ps1, t1q| ` |kp2qX ps, tq ´ kp2qX ps1, t1q| ă 
whenever rps´s1q2`pt´t1q2s1{2 ă η. Choose  “ |δq|, s “ s1 “ tq, t “ tq´1 and t1 “ tq. By the assumption
on the grid, there must exist a L0 ě 1 such that for L ą L0, we have |t´ t1| “ |tq´1 ´ tq| ă η. So,
|tkp1qX ptq, tq´1q ´ kp2qX ptq, tq´1qu ` tkp1qX ptq, tqq ´ kp2qX ptq, tqqu|
ă |kp1qX ptq, tq´1q ´ kp1qX ptq, tqq| ` |kp2qX ptq, tq´1q ´ kp2qX ptq, tqq| ă . (6)
But the equality K
p1q
X,L ` Dp1q “ Kp2qX,L ` Dp2q implies that kp1qX ptq, tqq ´ kp2qX ptq, tqq “ δq ‰ 0 and
k
p1q
X ptq, tq´1q ´ kp2qX ptq, tq´1q “ 0. Hence, |tkp1qX ptq, tq´1q ´ kp2qX ptq, tq´1qu ` tkp1qX ptq, tqq ´ kp2qX ptq, tqqu| “
|δq| “ , which is a contradiction to (6). So, we must have δq “ 0. Hence, we have Dp1q “ Dp2q, and
consequently, K
p1q
X,L “ Kp2qX,L.
We next prove statement (1) of the theorem. Clearly, KX,L minimizes the function Θ ÞÑ }PL ˝
pKW,L ´Θq}F , rankpΘq ď rtrue, and the value is equal to zero.
Let us assume that there is more than one minimizer. Then, this minimizer, say B, should satisfy
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B “ KX,L ` D for some diagonal matrix D. Also, rankpBq ď rtrue. It follows from Lemma 1 that
rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue. Suppose, if possible, that rankpBq ă rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue. Note that B and KX,L
coincide on the off-diagonal elements. We will show that this leads to the conclusion that rankpBq “ rtrue
for all sufficiently large L thus reaching a contradiction. Since rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue, there exists a
rtrue ˆ rtrue submatrix, say Srtrue , of KX,L such that detpSrtrueq ‰ 0.
Case 1: Srtrue does not contain any of the diagonal elements of KX,L. Then Srtrue is also a rtrue ˆ rtrue
submatrix of B with non-zero determinant. Hence, rankpBq ě rtrue, which is a contradiction.
Case 2: Srtrue contains some diagonal elements of KX,L, which can of course be at most rtrue in number.
Let the associated rows/columns be tl1,L, tl2,L, . . . , tlm,L for some fixed 1 ď m ď rtrue. Note the we have
intentionally kept the dependence on L since each index lj depends on L. However, for all L ą L0, the
value of detpSrtrueq remains fixed irrespective of the indices. Let us rewrite Srtrue as Srtruept, tq, where
t “ ptl1,L, tl2,L, . . . , tlm,Lq1. Next, observe that since kX is continuous (and hence uniformly continuous)
on r0, 1s2, the function pt1, t2q ÞÑ detpSrtruept1, t2qq is uniformly continuous on r0, 1s2m. Also observe
that if L ě 3rtrue, it is always possible to construct a new matrix rSrtrue by re-arranging the rows/columns
of Srtrue (by sliding the entire matrix Srtrue or those rows/columns that contain diagonal elements either
up/down/right/left inside the matrix KX,L by at most rtrue rows/columns) in a way such that rSrtrue
does not contain any of the diagonal elements of KX,L. Fix any L ą maxpL0, 3rtrueq and denote the
indices of the submatrix Srtrue in KX,L (for this possibly larger L) also by tl1,L, tl2,L, . . . , tlm,L. Denote
the shifted rows/columns of rSrtrue by rt :“ ptrl1,L, trl2,L, . . . , trlm,Lq1. Thus, rSrtrue “ Srtruept,rtq or Srtrueprt, tq
according as whether we shift columns or rows. Note that |trlj ,L ´ tlj ,L| ď řpPJj,L |tp,L ´ tp´1,L|, where
the sum extends over the indices Jj,L :“ tminplj ,rljq ` 1, . . . ,maxplj ,rljqu. So,
}rt´ t}2 “ mÿ
j“1
ptrlj ,L ´ tlj ,Lq2 ď
mÿ
j“1
$&% ÿ
pPJj,L
|tp,L ´ tp´1,L|
,.-
2
ď
rtrueÿ
j“1
rtrue
ÿ
pPJj,L
ptp,L ´ tp´1,Lq2,
where the last inequality follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that CardpJj,Lq ď rtrue
since we had to shift each row/column by at most r rows/columns. By Assumption (G), we have
pL ` 1qřLp“1ptp ´ tp´1q2 Ñ 1 as L Ñ 8, it follows that ptp ´ tp´1q Ñ 0 as L Ñ 8. Hence,řm
j“1 rtrue
ř
pPJj,Lptp,L ´ tp´1,Lq2 Ñ 0 as LÑ 8 for any fixed rtrue ă 8 (since it is a finite sum in that
case). As noted earlier, detpSrtrueptqq and hence |detpSrtrueptqq| is a uniformly continuous function in t P
r0, 1sm. So, for any fixed  ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that
›››detpSrtruept1, t2qq| ´ |detpSrtrueprt1,rt2qq|ˇˇˇ ă 
whenever }rt1 ´ t1}2 ` }rt2 ´ t2}2 ă η. Choose  “ |detpSrtrueqpt, tq|{4 “ |detpSrtrueq|{4 and get the
corresponding η. Choose L1 large enough such that maxpptp,L ´ tp´1,Lq2 ă η{r3, which is possible
by the arguments given earlier. Thus,
řm
j“1 rtrue
ř
pPJj,Lptp,L ´ tp´1,Lq2 ă η for all L ą L1 since
CardpJj,Lq ď rtrue. Then, |detprSrtrueq| ą 0 for all L ą maxpL0, 3rtrue, L1q. Further, this holds for
all grids satisfying condition (G). However, as in case 1, rSrtrue is also a rtrue ˆ rtrue submatrix of B,
and it has been shown to have a non-zero determinant. Hence, rankpBq ě rtrue leading to a contradiction.
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On the other hand, suppose that rankpBq “ rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue but B ‰ KX,L. Thus, B and KX,L
coincide on the off-diagonal elements. We will show that a matrix of rank rtrue with the same off-diagonal
elements as those of KX,L admits a unique completion, and the completion is KX,L for all large L. It
follows from the above proof that there exists a L˚ ě 1 such that for all L ą L˚, we can assume without
loss of generality that there exists a rtrue ˆ rtrue submatrix of KX,L containing only off-diagonal entries
and having a non-vanishing determinant. We also obtained a lower bound for the absolute value of the
determinant, which is given by 3|detpSrtrueq|{4, where Srtrue is a submatrix having non-zero determinant
as in that proof. Let us call the new submatrix by rSrtrue as in that proof. Denote the rows and columns
determining this submatrix by t1 and t2. The elements of t1 and t2 are all distinct since rSrtrue consists
only of off-diagonal elements. Since detprSrq ‰ 0, it is easy to see that we can uniquely compute all the
missing diagonal elements corresponding to the rows/columns not included in t1 or in t2. This is because
those entries will satisfy a linear equation of the form ax ` b “ 0 with a ‰ 0. Thus, only 2r diagonal
entries remain to be computed. So, we can without loss of generality (by permuting those rows and
columns) assume that the indices in t1 are adjacent and ordered in increasing order. Denote them by
tl, tl`1, . . . , tl`rtrue´1. Similarly, the indices in t2 are adjacent and ordered in increasing order. Denote
them by tm, tm`1, . . . , tm`rtrue´1. Since L ą L˚, we can also assume without loss of generality that
l,m ą rtrue and l,m ă L˚ ´ 2rtrue, i.e., the matrix is in the “interior”. Further, by symmetry of KX,L,
we can assume that rSrtrue is in the upper triangle, i.e., l ` rtrue ´ 1 ă m. Now, for each 1 ď j ď rtrue,
let us construct a new submatrix rSrtrue,j by shifting the first j rows out of tl, tl`1, . . . , tl`rtrue´1 to the
last j rows of tl´rtrue , tl´rtrue`1, . . . , tl´1, and keeping the remaining rtrue ´ j rows intact. Call these
new rows as rt1. Observe that }rt1 ´ t1}2 “ řj´1u“0ptl`u´j ´ tl`uq2 ă řj´1u“0třjv“1ptl`u´v`1 ´ tl`u´vqu2 ďřrtrue´1
u“0 r2true maxpptp ´ tp´1q2 ă η, where η is the same value as used in that earlier proof. Hence,ˇˇˇ
|detprSrtrue,jq| ´ |detprSrtrueq|ˇˇˇ ă  for the same choice of  “ |detpSrtrueq|{4 in the earlier proof. So,
|detprSrtrue,jq| ą |detprSrtrueq| ´  ą |detpSrtrueq|{2 ą 0. Note that this holds for each j. The same lower
bound also holds for the determinant of new submatrices qSrtrue,j obtained by shifting the last j columns
out of tm, tm`1, . . . , tm`rtrue´1 to the first j columns of tm`rtrue , tm`rtrue`1, . . . , tm`2rtrue´1. Now, to
compute the missing entry on the l` jth diagonal, it can be observed that we can use the non-zero value
of detprSrtrue,jq for each 1 ď j ď rtrue. On the other hand, to compute the missing entry on the m` jth
diagonal, we can use the non-zero value of detpqSrtrue,jq for each 1 ď j ď rtrue. As above, all the solutions
are unique. This ends the completion of the matrix. Hence, for all sufficiently large L, there cannot
be two distinct matrices with rank rtrue having the same off-diagonal entries as those of KX,L. Hence,
B “ KX,L.
Finally, we prove statement (2) of the theorem. We will show that infΘ:Θě0,rankpΘqďj }PL ˝ pKX,L ´
Θq}F ą 0 for any j ă rtrue. Note that infΘ:Θě0,rankpΘqďj }PL ˝pKX,L´Θq}F ě infΘ:Θě0,rankpΘqďrtrue }PL ˝
pKX,L´Θq}F since j ă rtrue. By Lemma 1, we have infΘ:Θě0,rankpΘqďrtrue }PL˝pKX,L´Θq}F “ 0 andKX,L
is the unique minimizer, which also has rank equal to rtrue. We now claim that infΘ:Θě0,rankpΘqďj }PL ˝
pKX,L ´ Θq}F ą 0. Indeed, suppose that it is false. Then, there exists a sequence Θn satisfying
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rankpΘnq ď j for all n ě 1 such that }PL ˝ pKX,L ´ Θnq}F Ñ 0. We can write Θn “ KX,L ` En `Dn
where PL ˝ En “ En, PL ˝Dn “ 0 and }En} “ }PL ˝ En}F Ñ 0.
We will show that for all sufficiently large L (independent of the sequence Θn), the vector of diagonal
entries of Dn lies in a bounded set in RL. Furthermore, this set is also independent of the sequence Θn.
Suppose that the vector of diagonal entries of Dn does not lie in a bounded set in RL. Then, there is a
p P t1, 2, . . . , Lu and a subsequence tnju with the following property: for each M ě 1, there exists J ě 1
such that |Dnj pp, pq| ąM for all j ě J .
From an earlier proof, it follows that there exists a L˚ ě 1 such that for any L ą L˚, we can find
a rtrue ˆ rtrue submatrix, say S0, of KX,L consisting of only the off-diagonal entries of KX,L that has a
non-vanishing determinant. Moreover, S0 can be chosen to be in the “interior” of the matrix KX,L in
the sense of that proof. Suppose that the rows and the columns of S0 are given by tl1, l2, . . . , lrtrueu and
tm1,m2, . . . ,mrtrueu, which are distinct.
Observe that for any q P tl1, l2, . . . , lrtrue ,m1,m2, . . . ,mrtrueu, one can construct a new submatrix
(once again containing only off-diagonal entries ofKX,L) by shifting some the indices tl1, l2, . . . , lrtrue ,m1,m2, . . . ,mrtrueu
so that the new row andd columns indices do not contain q. Further, the new row and column indices
will be at most prtrue ` 1q apart from their corresponding positions in the original configuration. Thus,
by the same argument as in the earlier proof, each such submatrix will have non-zero determinant. More-
over, there will be at most 2rtrue such new submatrices, and denote them by S1, S2, . . . , S2rtrue . Hence,
c0 :“ min0ďuď2rtrue |detpSuq| ą 0. Note that c0 does not depend on the sequence tΘnu. For the index
p as above, we can thus choose u P t0, 1, 2, . . . , 2rtrueu such that the row and column indices of Su does
not contain p. Denote the rows and column indices of Su by tl11, l12, . . . , l1rtrue and tm11,m12, . . . ,m1rtrueu,
respectively. Define a prtrue ` 1q ˆ prtrue ` 1q submatrix, say V , of Θnj as follows: the rows of V are
the rows of Su and the pth rows, and the columns of V are the columns of Su and the pth column. We
can also permute the rows and columns of V (without altering its determinant) so that the pth row and
column of Su becomes the first row and column of V . Then, observing that p is distinct from the indices
tl11, l12, . . . , l1rtrue ,m11,m12, . . . ,m1rtrueu, we have
V1,1 “ Θnj pp, pq “ kXptp, tpq ` Enj pp, pq `Dnj pp, pq,
V1,pb`1q “ Θnj pp,m1bq “ kXptp, tm1bq ` Enj pp,m1bq,
Vpa`1q,1 “ Θnj pl1a, pq “ kXptl1a , tpq ` Enj pl1a, pq,
Vpa`1q,pb`1q “ Θnj pl1a,m1bq “ kXptl1a , tm1bq ` Enj pl1a,m1bq,
for 1 ď a, b ď rtrue. Since Θnj is symmetric, we have V1b “ Vb1 for all 2 ď b ď rtrue. Define v “ pV1,pb`1q :
1 ď b ď rtrueq1 and the submatrix of Enj constructed using the rows tl11, l12, . . . , l1rtrue and columns
tm11,m12, . . . ,m1rtrueu by Ru (analogous to the submatrix Su of KX,L). Thus, |detpV q| “ |detpSu`Ruq| ˆ
|V11´v1pSu`Ruq´1v| ą |detpSu`Ruq|ˆp|V11|´|v1pSu`Ruq´1v|q. Since }Enj}F Ñ 0, we have }Ru}F Ñ 0
as j Ñ8. Hence, detpSu`Ruq Ñ detpSuq ą c0 ą 0 so that detpSu`Ruq ą c0{2 for all j ě J0. Since S´1u
is well defined, it follows that pSu ` Ruq´1 Ñ S´1u . Moreover, v Ñ pkXptp, tm1bq : 1 ď b ď rtrueq1 :“ vu,
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say. Thus, |v1pSu ` Ruq´1v| Ñ |v1uS´1u vu| as j Ñ 8, so that |v1pSu ` Ruq´1v| ă 2|v1uS´1u vu| for all
j ě J1. Now, there are in total 2rtrue ` 1 matrices Sj with non-zero determinant, and their indices give
rise to 2rtrue` 1 such vectors vj defined in a similar manner as above. Let c1 “ max0ďjď2rtrue |v1jS´1j vj |
is finite, fixed and independent of the Θn. So, |v1pSu ` Ruq´1v| ă 2c1 for all j ě J1 and this bound
works for any p P t1, 2, . . . , Lu, i.e., uniformly and independently of Θn. Let us choose M “ 1 ` 2c1.
Get J2 ě 1 such that |Dnj pp, pq| ąM for all j ě J2. So, for all j ě maxtJ0, J1, J2u, we have |detpV q| ą
p1{2qc0p1 ` 2c1 ´ 2c1q “ p1{2qc0 ą 0. But this implies that rankpΘnj q ě rtrue ` 1, which leads to a
contradiction. So, for all p P t1, 2, . . . , Lu, we must have |Dnpp, pq| ď M eventually, i.e., the vector of
diagonal elements of Dn must lie in the bounded set r´M,M sL (hence compact set) eventually. Thus,
}Θn}F ď }KX,L}F ` }En}F ` }Dn}F ď }KX,L}F ` 1`M
?
L eventually. Hence, there exists a compact
set F such that Θn P F for all sufficiently large n.
It now follows that the sequence tΘnu has a convergence subsequence Θnk , say, which converges to
some Θ˚. So, }PL ˝ pKX,L´Θ˚q}F “ 0 and observe that rankpΘ˚q ď j ă rtrue. However, by Proposition
??, KX,L is the unique minimizer among matrices of rank ď rtrue. So, Θ˚ “ KX,L implying that
rankpΘ˚q “ rankpKX,Lq “ rtrue by Lemma 1. On the other hand, rankpΘnkq ď j ă r0. So, using the
bound suplě1 |λlpΘnkq´λlpΘ˚q| ď }Θnk ´Θ˚}F Ñ 0 and noting that λlpΘnkq “ 0 for all l ą j, it follows
that λlpΘ˚q “ 0 for all l ą j. Thus, rankpΘ˚q ă rtrue, which now yields a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will divide the proof into several parts. As defined earlier, ψpCq “ }PL˝pKX,L´
CCT q}F “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ CCT q}F . Also, pψpCq “ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ CCT q}F . Then, the test statistic can
be written as
T pqq “ min
ΘLˆL:rankpΘqďq
}PL ˝ p pKW,L ´Θq}2F “ min
CPRLˆq
pψ2pCq.
Step 1: We will first find out the first and the second order derivatives of Ψ :“ ψ2, and we will denote
them by ∇Ψ and ∇2Ψ, respectively. Since ψ is a real valued function of a matrix, ∇ΨpCq is a matrix
and ∇2ΨpCq is a tensor (Kronecker product). Note that for any S P RLˆq, we have
∇ΨpCqpSq “ x∇ΨpCq, SyF “ lim
tÑ0 t
´1tΨpC ` tSq ´ΨpCqu
“ lim
tÑ0 t
´1t}PL ˝ pKX,L ´ pC ` tSqpC ` tSqT q}2F ´ }PL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q}2F u
“ lim
tÑ0 t
´1t}PL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT ´ tpCST ` SCT q ´ t2SST q}2F
´ }PL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q}2F u
“ lim
tÑ0 t
´1t}PL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q}2F ` t2}PL ˝ pCST ` SCT ` tSST q}2F
´ 2txPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q, PL ˝ pCST ` SCT ` tSST qyF
´ }PL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q}2F u
“ ´2xPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q, PL ˝ pCST ` SCT qyF
“ ´2xPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT q, CST ` SCT yF
“ ´4xtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT quC, SyF .
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The last equality is obtained by using the fact that for a symmetric matrix A, we have xA,CST yF “
trpSCTAq “ trpACST q “ xAC,SyF and xA,SCT y “ trpCSTAq “ trpACST q “ xAC,SyF . Thus,
∇ΨpCq “ ´4tPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT quC & ∇pΨpCq “ ´4tPL ˝ p pKW,L ´ CCT quC,
where pΨ :“ pψ2, and the form of ∇pΨ follows from the same calculations as above.
Next, note that for any R P RLˆq, we have
lim
tÑ0 t
´1tx∇ΨpC ` tRq ´∇ΨpCq, SyF u
“ ´4 lim
tÑ0 t
´1rxtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ pC ` tRqpC ` tRqT qupC ` tRq, SyF ´ xtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT quC, SyF s
“ ´4 lim
tÑ0 t
´1rxtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT ´ tCRT ´ tRCT ´ t2RRT qupC ` tRq, SyF
´ xtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT quC, SyF s
“ ´4rxtPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT quR,SyF ´ xtPL ˝ pCRT quC, SyF ´ xtPL ˝ pRCT quC, SyF s.
Now observe that for any LˆL matrix A, we have PL ˝A “ A´řLj“1 PjAPj , where Pj is the projection
matrix onto the jth row, i.e., Pj is the matrix whose pj, jqth entry is one and all other entries are zero.
So,
xpPL ˝AqC, SyF “ xAC,SyF ´
Lÿ
j“1
xPjAPjC, SyF “ xAC,SyF ´
Lÿ
j“1
xAPjC,PjSyF . (7)
Next, recall that for compatible matricesQ1, Q2, Q3 andQ4, we have xQ2Q3QT4 , Q1yF “ trpQT1 Q2Q3QT4 q “
pvecpQ1qqT pQ4 bQ2qvecpQ3q, where vec denotes the standard vectorization operator. So,
xpKX,L ´ CCT qR,SyF “ xpKX,L ´ CCT qRIq, SyF “ pvecpSqqT pIq b pKX,L ´ CCT qqvecpRq,
xCRTC, SyF “ pvecpSqqT pCT b CqvecpRT q “ pvecpSqqT tpCT b CqMuvecpRq,
xRCTC, SyF “ xILRCTC, SyF “ pvecpSqqT pCTC b ILqvecpRq,
,///.///- (8)
where M is a matrix of order rL satisfying vecpRT q “MvecpRq. Further, vecpPjRq “ vecpPjRIqq “ pIqb
PjqvecpRq, which implies that pvecpPjSqqT “ pvecpSqqT pIqbPjqT “ pvecpSqqT pITq bP Tj q “ pvecpSqqT pIqb
Pjq. So,
xpKX,L ´ CCT qPjR,PjSyF “ pvecpSqqT pIq b PjqpIq b pKX,L ´ CCT qqpIq b PjqvecpRq,
xCRTC, SyF “ pvecpSqqT pIq b PjqtpCT b CqMupIq b PjqvecpRq,
xRCTC, SyF “ pvecpSqqT pIq b PjqpCTC b ILqpIq b PjqvecpRq.
,///.///- (9)
Observe that limtÑ0 t´1tx∇ΨpC ` tRq ´ ∇ΨpCq, SyF u equals x∇2ΨpCqvecpRq, vecpSqy. Thus, using
equations (7), (8) and (9), we have
∇2ΨpCq “ ´4rpIq b pKX,L ´ CCT qq ´ pCT b CqM ´ pCTC b ILq
´
Lÿ
j“1
pIq b PjqtpIq b pKX,L ´ CCT qq ´ pCT b CqM ´ pCTC b ILqupIq b Pjqs.
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Now, note that
řL
j“1pIq b Pjq “ Iq b p
řL
j“1 Pjq “ Iq b IL “ IqL. Also, Iq b Pj is the projection matrix
onto the rows tj, j ` L, j ` 2L, . . . , j ` pr ´ 1qLu for each j “ 1, 2, . . . , L. Thus, for a matrix B of order
qL, we have PqL ˝B “ B ´řLj“1pIq b PjqBpIq b Pjq. Hence,
∇2ΨpCq “ ´4PqL ˝ rpIq b pKX,L ´ CCT qq ´ pCT b CqM ´ pCTC b ILqs.
Let us also note that for a matrix A of order L,
Iq bA “
»——————–
A 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 A ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ A
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
and PqL ˝ pIqbAq sets the diagonal entries of this matrix equal to zero, equivalently, the diagonal entries
of each A on the diagonal equal to zero. Thus, PqL ˝ pIq b Aq “ Iq b pPL ˝ Aq. Next, for a matrix
E “ ppepqqq of order q, we have
PqL ˝ pE b ILq “ PqL ˝
»——————–
e11IL e12IL ¨ ¨ ¨ e1qIL
e21IL e22IL ¨ ¨ ¨ e2qIL
...
...
...
eq1IL eq2IL ¨ ¨ ¨ eqqIL
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl “
»——————–
0 e12IL ¨ ¨ ¨ e1qIL
e21IL 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ e2qIL
...
...
...
eq1IL eq2IL ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl “ pPq ˝ Eq b IL.
These two observations yield
∇2ΨpCq “ ´4Iq b pPL ˝ pKX,L ´ CCT qq ` 4PqL ˝ tpCT b CqMu ` 4pPq ˝ CTCq b IL.
Let us consider the problem of minimizing the function Θ ÞÑ pΠpΘq :“ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ Θq}2F over the
space of L ˆ L matrices Θ with rankpΘq ď q. The function pΠpθq as well as its population counterpart
ΠpΘq “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ Θq}2F “ }PL ˝ pKX,L ´ Θq}2F are smooth functions of Θ. Since ΠpΘq is uniquely
maximized at KX,L (by the previous proof), it now follows from arguments similar to those used in the
proof of Theorem 3 in Descary and Panaretos (2017) that the minimizer pΘ of pΠ converges in probabil-
ity under H0 to the minimizer KX,L of Π (in fact this theorem tells us that the rate of convergence is
?
n).
Since rankppΘq ď q, we can write pΘ “ qC qCT , where qC P RLˆq. Thus, ppippΘq “ minΘ pΠpΘq “
minC pΨpCq “ pΨp qCq. We now make the observation that qCU will also yield the same minimum value for
any q ˆ q orthogonal matrix U . So, we will work with the following modified estimator instead. Define
pU “ arg min
OPRqˆq
O orthogonal
} qCO ´ C0}F ,
and subsequently, define pC “ qC pU . Thus, pC is the version of qC that is “aligned” with C0 in the above
Procrustes distance minimization sense. It is well known that the solution of the above minimization
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problem is given by pU “ qU qV T , where qU qDqV is the singular value decomposition of the matrix CT0 qC.
Further,
min
CPRLˆq
pΨpCq “ pΨp qCq “ pΨp pCq.
So, the asymptotic distributions of minCPRLˆq pΨpCq and pΨp pCq will agree.
We will now show that pC converges to C0 in probability as n Ñ 8 under H0. Suppose that this is
not the case. Then, there exists , δ ą 0 and a subsequence tnju such that P p} pCnj ´ C0}F ą q ą δ for
all j ě 1. Note that since pΘ “ pΘn “ pCn pCTn converges in probability to KX,L “ C0CT0 , we have that
} pCn}F “ btrp pCn pCTn q converges in probability to }C0}F “ atrpKX,Lq. So, there exists a subsequence
tnjku of tnju such that pCnjk pCTnjk converges to KX,L and } pCnjk }F converges to }C0}F almost surely.
Observe that these subsequences are deterministic and fixed. Thus, the set Ω “ tω : } pCnjk pωq}F ď
2}C0}F and pCnjk pωq pCnjk pωqT Ñ KX,L as k Ñ 8u has probability measure one. Fix any ω P Ω. SincepCnjk pωq lies in a compact set for all large k, there exists a subsequence tk1u of tnjku (possibly depending
on ω) such that pCk1pωq Ñ C1pωq as k1 Ñ 8. But then pCk1pωq pCk1pωqT Ñ C1pωqC1pωqT “ KX,L. Thus,
C1pωq “ C0V pωq for some q ˆ q orthogonal matrix V pωq. Suppose that C1pωq ‰ C0, equivalently,
V pωq ‰ Iq. Define pCp0qk1 pωq “ pCk1pωqV pωqT for each k1 ě 1. Then,
} pCp0qk1 pωq ´ C0}F “ } pCk1pωqV pωqT ´ C0}F Ñ }C1pωqV pωqT ´ C0}F “ 0.
On the other hand, } pCk1pωq ´ C0}F Ñ }C1pωq ´ C0}F ą 0. Recall that pCk1pωq “ qCk1pωqUpωq as per our
construction. So, there exists k10 ě 1 (possibly depending on ω) such that
} qCk10pωqpUpωqV pωqT ´ C0}F “ } pCp0qk10 pωq ´ C0}F
ă p1{4q}C1pωq ´ C0}F
ă } pCk10pωq ´ C0}F “ minOPRqˆq
O orthogonal
} qCk10pωqO ´ C0}F .
This leads to a contradiction unless V pωq “ Iq. Hence, C1pωq “ C0 so that the limit does not de-
pend on ω P Ω. A standard subsequence argument (using the fact that pCnjk lies in a compact set for
all sufficiently large k almost surely) now shows that the entire sequence pCnjk must converge to C0 as
k Ñ 8 on Ω. Thus, pCnjk must converge to C0 in probability, which contradicts the assumption that
P p} pCnj ´C0}F ą q ą δ for all j ě 1. So, it must hold that pCn converges in probability to C0 as nÑ8.
We will now proceed to derive the asymptotic distribution of minC pΨpCq under H0. First, observe
that ∇2pΨpCq ´∇2ΨpCq “ ´4Iq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KX,Lqq “ ´4Iq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqq is free of C.
Further, it is OP pn´1{2q as nÑ8.
First, observe that by Taylor’s theorem,
vecp∇pΨp pCqq “ vecp∇pΨpC0qq `∇2pΨp rCqvecp pC ´ C0q
ñ oP p1q “ ´4vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ´ 4Iq b pPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,Lqqvecp pC ´ C0q
` ∇2Ψp rCqp?nvecp pC ´ C0qq,
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where rC “ α pC `p1´αqC0 for some 0 ă α ă 1. Since ?np pKW,L´KW,Lq converges weakly to a centered
Gaussian random matrix Z, and we have shown above that pC Ñ C0 in probability, it follows that
∇2Ψp rCqp?nvecp pC ´ C0qq “ 4vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP p1q (10)
as nÑ8.
Since ∇2ΨpC0q is invertible by Assumption (A), the inverse function theorem applied to the function
∇Ψ implies that
(i) the function ∇Ψ is invertible in a neighbourhood of C0,
(ii) the function p∇Ψq´1 is continuously differentiable in that neighbourhood, and
(iii) ∇pp∇Ψq´1qp∇ΨpCqq “ p∇2ΨpCqq´1 in that neighbourhood.
Since pC Ñ C0 in probability, we have P p rC lies in the above neighbourhoodq Ñ 1. Also, from the fact that
p∇Ψq´1 is continuously differentiable in that neighbourhood, it follows that P p∇2Ψp rCq is invertibleq Ñ 1.
Further,
p∇2Ψp rCqq´1 “ ∇pp∇Ψq´1qp∇Ψp rCqq Ñ ∇pp∇Ψq´1qp∇ΨpC0qq “ p∇2ΨpC0qq´1 (11)
in probability as nÑ8 by the continuity of ∇Ψ and the continuously differentiable property of p∇Ψq´1.
It now follows from (10) and (11) that
?
ntvecp pCq ´ vecpC0qu “ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP p1q (12)
dÑ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0q (13)
as nÑ8.
Next note that for some rC1 “ β pC ` p1´ βqC0 with 0 ă β ă 1, we have
pΨp pCq “ pΨpC0q ` xvecp∇pΨpC0qq, vecp pC ´ C0qy ` 1
2
x∇2pΨp rC1qvecp pC ´ C0q, vecp pC ´ C0qy
“ pΨpC0q ` xvecp∇pΨpC0qq, vecp pC ´ C0qy ` 1
2
x∇2Ψp rC1qvecp pC ´ C0q, vecp pC ´ C0qy
´ 2xtIq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqquvecp pC ´ C0q, vecp pC ´ C0qy.
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It now follows from equations (11), (12) and (13) that
pΨp pCq “ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´KX,Lq}2F
´ 16 xvecptPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q, rp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP pn´1{2qsy
` 8 x∇2Ψp rC1qrp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP pn´1{2qs,
rp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP pn´1{2qsy ` oP pn´1q
ñ npΨp pCq “ }PL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KX,Lq}2F
´ 16 xvecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q, rp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP p1qsy
` 8 x∇2Ψp rC1qrp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP p1qs,
rp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q ` oP p1qsy ` oP p1q
“ }PL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,Lq}2F
´ 16 xvecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0qy
` 8 x∇2Ψp rC1qp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0q,
p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?np pKW,L ´KW,LquC0qy ` oP p1q
dÑ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 xvecptPL ˝ ZuC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0qy
as nÑ8. Thus, as argued earlier, we have
nT pqq “ n min
CPRLˆq
pΨpCq
dÑ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 xvecptPL ˝ ZuC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0qy
“ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 pvecpPL ˝ ZqqT tpC0 b ILqp∇2ΨpC0qq´1pCT0 b ILquvecpPL ˝ Zq (14)
as nÑ8.
The proof of the last statement of the theorem follows from the simple fact that
T pqq Ñ inf
Θ:Θě0,rankpΘqďq
||PL ˝ pKW,L ´Θq||F
in probability as nÑ8, and the latter term is strictly positive under H1,q by statement (2) of Theorem
1. Hence, nT pqq Ñ8 in probability as nÑ8.
Proof of Theorem 3. We can, for simplicity, assume that EpW q “ 0, and drop the term W in the
definition of mpWiq. We will first derive the ordinary bootstrap distribution of T pqq under H0,q. The
arguments of the proof of the present theorem will be provided thereafter.
Let W1˚ ,W2˚ , . . . ,Wn˚ denote an i.i.d. bootstrap sample from W1,W2, . . . ,Wn. We will fix a set
Ω0 of P -measure one on which a.s. convergence and law of iterated logarithm results hold as will be
required in the proof.
Fix any ω P Ω0 and work with the resulting population tW1pωq, . . . ,Wnpωq, . . .u. All statements will
be conditional on this population. Define KW,L “ n´1 řni“1pWi˚ ´ W ˚qpWi˚ ´ W ˚qT , where W ˚ “
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n´1
řn
i“1 Wi˚ . The convergence of KW,L to pKW,L “ pKW,Lpωq holds P ˚-almost surely, where P ˚pW1˚ “
Wjpωqq “ n´1 for all j “ 1, 2, . . . , n and for each ω P Ω. From here on, we will drop the explicit
dependence of notation on ω for sake of clarity of exposition.
Let us first define the functions pΠpΘq “ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´ Θq}2F , and ΠpΘq “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ Θq}2F .
We want to minimize these two functions over the space of L ˆ L matrices Θ with rankpΘq ď q. From
previous arguments, both of these functions are smooth in Θ. Recall that ΠpΘq “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ Θq}2F
is uniquely minimized at Θ “ KX,L for all large L.
Define ∆pΘq “ ΠpΘq ´ΠpKX,Lq. Using a Taylor expansion up to second order, it is easy to see that
for any γ ą 0, we have supΘ:}Θ´KX,L}Făγ |∆pΘq| ď γ2. Next, define DpΘq “ ΠpΘq ´ΠpKX,Lq ´ΠpΘq `
ΠpKX,Lq. Then, using a first order Taylor expansion, there exists a Θ˚ “ pΘ ` p1 ´ pqKX,L such that
DpΘq “ xΠ1pΘ˚q,Θ´KX,LyF ´xΠ1pΘ˚q,Θ´KX,LyF “ 2xPL ˝ pΘ˚´KW,Lq,Θ´KX,LyF ´ 2xPL ˝ pΘ˚´
KX,Lq,Θ´KX,LyF “ ´2xPL ˝ pKW,L´KX,Lq,Θ´KX,LyF . So, |DpΘq| ď 2}PL ˝ pKW,L´KW,Lq}F }Θ´
KX,L}F ď 2}KW,L ´KW,L}F }Θ´KX,L}F .
Now observe that E˚t}KW,L ´KW,L}2F u “ E˚t}KW,L ´ pKW,L}2F u ` } pKW,L ´KW,L}2F . Note that
E˚t}KW,L ´ pKW,L}2F u “ Lÿ
p,q“1
E˚tn´1
nÿ
i“1
pWi˚p ´W ˚pqpWi˚q ´W ˚q q ´ pKW,Lpp, qqu2
“
Lÿ
p,q“1
E˚tn´1
nÿ
i“1
Wi˚pWi˚q ´W ˚pW ˚q ´ n´1
nÿ
m“1
WmpWmq ´W pW qu2
ď 2
Lÿ
p,q“1
E˚tn´1
nÿ
i“1
Wi˚pWi˚q ´ n´1
nÿ
m“1
WmpWmqu2 ` 2
Lÿ
p,q“1
E˚tW ˚pW ˚q ´W pW qu2.
It is easy to see that
E˚tn´1
nÿ
i“1
Wi˚pWi˚q ´ n´1
nÿ
m“1
WmpWmqu2
“ n´1E˚tW1˚pW1˚q ´ n´1
nÿ
m“1
WmpWmqu2
“ n´2
nÿ
i“1
tWipWiq ´ n´1
nÿ
m“1
WmpWmqu2 “ Opn´1q.
Next, note that
E˚tW ˚pW ˚q ´W pW qu2
“ E˚tn´2
nÿ
i1,i2“1
Wi˚1pWi˚2q ´W pW qu2
“ n´4
nÿ
i1,i2,i3,i4“1
E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qWi˚3pWi˚4qu `W
2
pW
2
q ´ 2n´2W pW q
nÿ
i1,i2“1
E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qu.
Observe that each of the terms E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qWi˚3pWi˚4qu will factor into the product of expectations of
as many terms as there are distinct indices i1, i2, i3, i4 due to the independence of the bootstrap obser-
vations. For instance, if i1 “ i2 ‰ i3 “ i4, then E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qWi˚3pWi˚4qu “ E˚tWi˚1pWi˚1quE˚tWi˚3pWi˚3qu.
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Further, for each such instance, these product of expectations are the same by the identically distributed
property of the bootstrap observations. So, in the previous example, E˚tWi˚1pWi˚1quE˚tWi˚3pWi˚3qu “
E˚tW1˚pW1˚quE˚tW1˚pW1˚qu. Thus, the contribution from these terms depend on how many of them are
there in the above sum. It is now easy to see that the terms that has the leading contribution is the case
when i1 ‰ i2 ‰ i3 ‰ i4, which results in the expectation being equal to pE˚tW1˚puq2pE˚tW1˚quq2 “W 2pW 2q .
Also, the number of such terms in the above sum is npn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q. Hence,
n´4
nÿ
i1,i2,i3,i4“1
E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qWi˚3pWi˚4qu “ n´3pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3qW
2
pW
2
q `Opn´1q.
Similarly,
2n´2W pW q
nÿ
i1,i2“1
E˚tWi˚1pWi˚2qu “ 2n´2W pW qˆnpn´1qW pW q`Opn´1q “ 2n´1pn´1qW
2
pW
2
q`Opn´1q.
Thus,
E˚tW ˚pW ˚q ´W pW qu2
“ tn´3pn´ 1qpn´ 2qpn´ 3q ` 1´ 2n´1pn´ 1quW 2pW 2q `Opn´1q
“ Opn´1qW 2pW 2q `Opn´1q “ Opn´1q
ñ E˚t}KW,L ´ pKW,L}2F u “ Opn´1q.
Next consider } pKW,L ´ KW,L}2F “ řLp,q“1t pKW,Lpp, qq ´ KW,Lpp, qqu2. Now, pKW,Lpp, qq ´ KW,Lpp, qq “
n´1
řn
i“1tpWip ´ µpqpWiq ´ µqq ´ KW,Lpp, qqu ´ pW p ´ µpqpW q ´ µqq, where µp “ EpW1pq. It follows
from the law of iterated logarithm that if suptEtpXptqq4u ă 8, then
lim sup
nÑ8
|n´1
nÿ
i“1
tpWip ´ µpqpWiq ´ µqq ´KW,Lpp, qqu|
Mˆ ln ln n
n
˙1{2
“a2κpq P -almost surely
lim sup
nÑ8
|W p ´ µp|
Mˆ ln ln n
n
˙1{2
“
b
2V arpW1pq P -almost surely,
where κpq “ V artpW1p ´ µpqpW1q ´ µqqu. Thus, by the conditions on Ω0, we have the following for any
particular ω P Ω0:
| pKW,Lpp, qq ´KW,Lpp, qq| ď 2?κpq ˆ ln ln n
n
˙1{2
for all n ą Npωq,
where Npωq can be chosen to be uniform in 1 ď p, q ď L. So, for any δ P p0, 1q, we have
} pKW,L ´KW,L}2F “ } pKW,Lpωq ´KW,L}2F ď 4p Lÿ
p,q“1
κpqq
ˆ
ln ln n
n
˙
for all n ą Npωq.
So,
E˚t}KW,L ´KW,L}2F u ď Op1q
ˆ
ln ln n
n
˙
for all n ą Npωq,
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where the Op1q term depends on ω P Ω. Thus,
E˚t sup
Θ:}Θ´KX,L}Făγ
|DpΘq|u ď Op1qγ
ˆ
ln ln n
n
˙1{2
for all n ą Npωq.
It now follows from Theorem 3.2.5 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) (applied for each ω P Ω) that if
Θ is an approximate minimizer of ΠpΘq in the sense that ΠpΘq ď ΠpKX,Lq`OP˚pn´1q P -almost surely,
then
}Θ´KX,L}F “ OP˚
˜ˆ
ln ln n
n
˙1{2¸
as nÑ8 P -almost surely.
Since rankpΘq ď q, we can write Θ “ rC rCT , where rC P RLˆq. Thus, ΠpΘq “ minΘ ΠpΘq “
minC ΨpCq “ Ψp rCq, where Ψ “ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´CCT q}2F P -almost surely (in fact, surely). We now make
the observation that rCU will also yield the same minimum value for any qˆ q orthogonal matrix U . So,
we will work with the following modified estimator instead. Define
U “ arg min
OPRqˆq
O orthogonal
}CO ´ C0}F ,
and subsequently, define C “ rCU . Thus, C is the version of rC that is “aligned” with C0 in the above
Procrustes distance minimization sense. It is well known that the solution of the above minimization
problem is given by U “ rU rV T , where rU rDrV is the singular value decomposition of the matrix CT0 rC.
Further,
min
CPRLˆq
ΨpCq “ Ψp rCq “ ΨpCq P -almost surely.
So, the bootstrap asymptotic distributions of minCPRLˆq ΨpCq and ΨpCq will agree P -almost surely.
We will now show that C converges to C0 in P
˚-probability as n Ñ 8 P -almost surely under H0.
Fix any ω P Ω. Suppose that this is not the case. Then, there exists , δ ą 0 and a subsequence
tnju (possibly depending on ω) such that P ˚p}Cnj ´ C0}F ą q ą δ for all j ě 1. Note that since
Θ “ Θn “ CnCTn converges in probability to KX,L “ C0CT0 P -almost surely (and hence for this ω P Ω),
we have that }Cn}F “
b
trpCnCTn q converges in probability to }C0}F “
a
trpKX,Lq. So, there exists
a subsequence tnjku of tnju such that CnjkC
T
njk
converges to KX,L and }Cnjk }F converges to }C0}F
P ˚-almost surely. Observe that these subsequences are deterministic and fixed for each ω P Ω. Thus,
the set Ω˚ “ Ω˚pωq “ tω˚ : }Cnjk pω˚q}F ď 2}C0}F and Cnjk pω˚qCnjk pω˚qT Ñ KX,L as k Ñ8u has P ˚-
probability measure one. We will suppress the dependence on ω P Ω for simplicity. Fix any ω˚ P Ω˚. Since
Cnjk pω˚q lies in a compact set for all large k, there exists a subsequence tk1u of tnjku (possibly depending
on ω˚) such that Ck1pω˚q Ñ C1pω˚q as k1 Ñ 8. But then Ck1pω˚qCk1pω˚qT Ñ C1pω˚qC1pω˚qT “ KX,L.
Thus, C1pω˚q “ C0V pω˚q for some q ˆ q orthogonal matrix V pω˚q.
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Suppose that C1pω˚q ‰ C0, equivalently, V pω˚q ‰ Iq. Define Cp0qk1 pω˚q “ Ck1pω˚qV pω˚qT for each
k1 ě 1. Then,
}Cp0qk1 pω˚q ´ C0}F “ }Ck1pω˚qV pω˚qT ´ C0}F Ñ }C1pω˚qV pω˚qT ´ C0}F “ 0.
On the other hand, }Ck1pω˚q´C0}F Ñ }C1pω˚q´C0}F ą 0. Recall that Ck1pω˚q “ rCk1pω˚qUpω˚q as per
our construction. So, there exists k10 ě 1 (possibly depending on ω˚) such that
} rCk10pω˚qUpω˚qV pω˚qT ´ C0}F “ }Cp0qk10 pω˚q ´ C0}F
ă p1{4q}C1pω˚q ´ C0}F
ă }Ck10pω˚q ´ C0}F “ minOPRqˆq
O orthogonal
} rCk10pω˚qO ´ C0}F .
This leads to a contradiction unless V pω˚q “ Iq. Hence, C1pω˚q “ C0 so that the limit does not depend
on ω˚ P Ω˚ as well as on ω P Ω. A standard subsequence argument (using the fact that Cnjk lies in a
compact set for all sufficiently large k P ˚-almost surely) now shows that the entire sequence Cnjk must
converge to C0 as k Ñ 8 on Ω˚. Thus, Cnjk must converge to C0 in P ˚-probability, which contradicts
the assumption that P ˚p}Cnj ´ C0}F ą q ą δ for all j ě 1. So, it must hold that Cn converges in
P ˚-probability to C0 as nÑ8, and further this convergence holds for all ω P Ω, i.e., P -almost surely.
We will now proceed to derive the asymptotic distribution of minC ΨpCq under H0. First, observe
that ∇2ΨpCq´∇2pΨpCq “ ´4IqbpPL ˝ pKW,L´ pKW,Lqq is free of C. Further, it is OP˚pn´1{2q as nÑ8
P -almost surely as a consequence of the standard bootstrap asymptotic theory. In fact,
?
npKW,L´ pKW,Lq
converges P ˚-weakly P -almost surely to the same centered Gaussian process Z as does
?
np pKW,L´KW,Lq.
Let us assume that the approximate minimizer C of ΨpCq satisfies Ψ1pCq “ oP˚pn´1{2q as n Ñ 8
P -almost surely.
First, observe that by Taylor’s theorem,
vecp∇ΨpCqq “ vecp∇Ψp pCqq `∇2Ψp rC1qvecpC ´ pCq
ñ oP p1q “ ´4vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lqu pCq ´ 4Iq b pPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LqqvecpC ´ pCq
` ∇2pΨp rC1qp?nvecpC ´ pCqq,
“ ´4vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lqu pCq ´ 4Iq b pPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LqqvecpC ´ pCq
` ∇2Ψp rC1qp?nvecpC ´ pCqq ´ 4Iq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqqp?npvecpC ´ pCqq,
where rC1 “ αC ` p1 ´ αq pC for some 0 ă α ă 1. Note that ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lq converges P ˚-weakly
to the centered Gaussian random matrix Z as n Ñ 8, P -almost surely. Further, we have shown above
that C Ñ C0 in P ˚-probability P -almost surely. This statement along with Proposition 1 stated below
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implies that C ´ pC Ñ 0 in P ˚-probability P -almost surely. As earlier, by the invertibility of ∇2ΨpC0q,
there is a neighbourhood of C0 where (i) the function ∇Ψ is invertible,
(ii) the function p∇Ψq´1 is continuously differentiable, and
(iii) ∇pp∇Ψq´1qp∇ΨpCqq “ p∇2ΨpCqq´1 for any C in that neighbourhood.
Since, C Ñ C0 in P ˚-probability P -almost surely, we have P ˚p rC1 lies in the above neighbourhoodq Ñ 1
as n Ñ 8, P -almost surely. Also, from the fact that p∇Ψq´1 is continuously differentiable in that
neighbourhood, it follows that P ˚p∇2Ψp rCq is invertibleq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8, P -almost surely. Moreover,
p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1 Ñ p∇2ΨpC0qq´1 in P ˚-probability as nÑ8, P -almost surely.
It now follows from the above equations that
pIqL ´ 4p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1rIq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqqsq?ntvecpCq ´ vecp pCqu
“ 4p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lqu pCq ` oP˚p1q
“ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lqu pCq ` oP˚p1q
“ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q ` oP˚p1q
Since Iq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqq Ñ 0 and p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1 Ñ p∇2ΨpC0qq´1 in P ˚-probability as n Ñ 8,
P -almost surely, it follows that }p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1rIq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqqs}F Ñ 0 in P ˚-probability as
nÑ8, P -almost surely. Hence, P ˚pIqL ´ 4p∇2Ψp rC1qq´1rIq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lqqs is invertibleq Ñ 1
as n Ñ 8, P -almost surely. Also, the inverse converges to IqL in P ˚-probability as n Ñ 8, P -almost
surely. Combining these facts, we get that
?
ntvecpCq ´ vecp pCqu “ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q ` oP˚p1q
dÑ 4p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0q (15)
as nÑ 8, P -almost surely. Observe that the asymptotic representation of ?ntvecpCq ´ vecp pCqu is the
same as that of
?
ntvecp pCq ´ vecpC0qu.
Next note that for some rC1 “ βC ` p1´ βq pC with 0 ă β ă 1, we have
ΨpCq “ Ψp pCq ` xvecp∇Ψp pCqq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` 1
2
x∇2Ψp rC1qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
“ Ψp pCq ` xvecp∇Ψp pCqq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` 1
2
x∇2pΨp rC1qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
´ 2xtIq b pPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LqquvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
“ Ψp pCq ` xvecp∇Ψp pCqq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` 1
2
x∇2Ψp rC1qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
´ 2xtIq b pPL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,LqquvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
´ 2xtIq b pPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LqquvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
By (15), the facts that pKW,L Ñ KW,L as n Ñ 8 P -almost surely and KW,L Ñ pKW,L in P ˚-probability
as n Ñ 8 P -almost surely, the convergence in P ˚-probability of rC1 to C0 as n Ñ 8 P -almost surely,
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and the continuity of ∇2Ψ, it follows that
ΨpCq “ Ψp pCq ` xvecp∇Ψp pCqq, vecpC ´ pCqy
` 1
2
x∇2ΨpC0qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F ´ 4xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lqu pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy
` 1
2
x∇2ΨpC0qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F ´ 4xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, vecpC ´ pCqy
` 4xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lqup pC ´ C0qq, vecpC ´ pCqy
` 1
2
x∇2ΨpC0qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F ´ 4xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, vecpC ´ pCqy
` 1
2
x∇2ΨpC0qvecpC ´ pCq, vecpC ´ pCqy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F
´16xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, tp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q ` oP˚pn´1{2quy
` 8x∇2ΨpC0qtp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q ` oP˚pn´1{2qu,
tp∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q ` oP˚pn´1{2quy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F
´ 16xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0qy
` 8xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0qy ` oP˚pn´1q
“ }PL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F
´ 8xvecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ pKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0qy ` oP˚pn´1q.
Thus,
nΨpCq “ }PL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,Lq}2F
´ 8xvecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ?npKW,L ´ pKW,LquC0qy ` oP˚p1q
dÑ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 xvecptPL ˝ ZuC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0qy
as nÑ8 P -almost surely. Thus, the bootstrap version of the test statistic, namely, T ˚ “ minΘPMq }PL˝
pKW,L ´Θq}2F satisfies
nT ˚ “ n min
CPRLˆq
ΨpCq
dÑ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 xvecptPL ˝ ZuC0q, p∇2ΨpC0qq´1vecptPL ˝ ZuC0qy
“ }PL ˝ Z}2F ´ 8 pvecpPL ˝ ZqqT tpC0 b ILqp∇2ΨpC0qq´1pCT0 b ILquvecpPL ˝ Zq (16)
as nÑ8 P -almost surely. The asymptotic distribution of the bootstrap statistic is the same as that of
the original statistic.
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Returning to the proof of the theorem, first observe thatKξ,L :“ CovpmpWiq`eiq “ KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpqqX,L`
D`KpqqX,L´KpqqX,LK´1W,LKpqqX,L “ KpqqX,L`D “: K|W,L. Thus, the second order structure of ξi “ mpWiq`ei is
the same as that of |Wi :“ qXi`qi, where CovpqXiq “ KpqqX,L and Covpqiq “ D. Further, ||PL˝pKξ,L´Θq|| “
||PL ˝ pKpqqX,L ´ Θq|| “ ||PL ˝ pK|W,L ´ Θq|| for any matrix Θ. Also, the unique minimizer of all of these
functions over matrices of rank ď q is KpqqX,L. Finally, the fourth order moments of both ξi and |Wi are
both bounded (even though the bounds may be different).
We saw earlier that the bootstrap distribution depends entirely on the asymptotic distribution of the
random element Z, which is centered Gaussian with covariance depending on KX,L. So, from the previous
paragraph, it follows that under the assumptions of the theorem, the bootstrap distribution considered in
this theorem and the bootstrap distribution obtained by replacingmpWiq`ei by qXi`qi will be of the same
form as the ordinary bootstrap limting distribution, with perhaps different centered Gaussian random
element Znew,1 and Znew,2 instead of Z. Indeed, Znew,1 is the weak limit of
?
nt pKξ,L ´ pKpqqX,L ` Dqu,
while Znew,2 is the weak limit of
?
nt pK|W,L ´ pKpqqX,L ` Dqu, where pKξ,L and pK|W,L are the empirical
covariances obtained using the ξi’s and the |Wi’s, respectively. These arguments complete the proof of
the bootstrap distribution as in the present theorem.
Of course, if the Wi’s are Gaussian to begin with, then under H0,q, Kξ,L (and consequently, K|W,L)
is equal to KW,L “ KX,L `D. Thus, the distributions of Z, Znew,1 and Znew,2 are the same (Gaussians
are determined by their second order structure).
Proposition 1. Let pC be the minimizer of pψ obtained in the proof of Theorem 2. Then, pC Ñ C0
P -almost surely.
Proof. Since pΘ “ argminΘPMq ppipΘq and KX,L “ argminΘPMq pipΘq, we have
ppippΘq ´ pippΘq ď ppippΘq ´ pipKX,Lq ď ppipKX,Lq ´ pipKX,Lq
ñ |ppippΘq ´ pipKX,Lq| ď maxt|ppippΘq ´ pippΘq|, |ppipKX,Lq ´ pipKX,Lq|u
ñ |ppippΘq ´ pipKX,Lq| ď sup
ΘPMq
|ppipΘq ´ pipΘq| ď }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lq}F .
Since }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´KW,Lq}F “ }PL ˝ p pKW,L ´KX,Lq}F Ñ 0 as nÑ 8 P -almost surely, it follows thatppippΘq Ñ pipKX,Lq “ 0 as nÑ8 P -almost surely. Thus, PL ˝ p pKW,L´ pΘq Ñ 0 as nÑ8 P -almost surely,
which implies that PL ˝ pKX,L ´ pΘq Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 P -almost surely. Call the set with P -measure one,
where the above convergence holds as well as the convergence of pKW,L to KW,L holds, by Ω0. Fix any
ω P Ω0. Call the resulting sequence tpΘpωqu by Θn. We thus have PL ˝Θn Ñ PL ˝KX,L as nÑ8.
Observe that we can write Θn “ KX,L ` En ` Dn, where En “ PL ˝ En and PL ˝ Dn “ 0 (simply
define En “ PL ˝ pΘn ´ KX,Lq and Dn “ Θn ´ KX,L ´ En). Since PL ˝ pΘn ´ KX,Lq Ñ 0, we have
}En}F Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
It follows from similar arguments as in the proof of statement (2) of Theorem 1 that for all sufficiently
large L (independent of the sequence Θn and hence ω P Ω0), the vector of diagonal entries of Dn lies in
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a bounded set in RL. Furthermore, this set is also independent of the sequence Θn and hence ω P Ω0.
In other words, there exists a compact set F such that P ppΘ P F as nÑ8q “ 1. Also, observe that this
new set, say Ω1, with probability measure one contains Ω0.
Fix ω P Ω0. Then, there exists a subsequence pΘnj pωq such that pΘnj pωq Ñ Θ˚pωq. So, pippΘnj pωqq Ñ
pipΘ˚pωqq. However, since ppippΘq Ñ pipKX,Lq on Ω0, we must have ppinj ppΘnj pωqq Ñ pipKX,Lq. But
supΘ |ppipΘq ´ pipΘq| Ñ 0 on Ω0. So, ppinj ppΘnj pωqq ´ pippΘnj pωqqq Ñ 0. Combining the above statements,
we must have pipΘ˚pωqq “ pipKX,Lq “ 0. Since pi is uniquely minimized at KX,L under H0, we must have
Θ˚pωq “ KX,L. Thus, pΘnj pωq Ñ KX,L as j Ñ 8. A standard subsequence argument now shows that
the entire sequence pΘnpωq must converge to KX,L. Thus, pΘ Ñ KX,L as nÑ8 almost surely.
Since pΘ Ñ KX,L as n Ñ 8 almost surely, it follows that trppΘq “ } pC}2F Ñ trpKX,Lq “ }C0}2 as
n Ñ 8 almost surely, where pC has been defined earlier. Thus, there exists a compact set F1 such that
P p pC P F1 as nÑ8q “ 1. Denote this set with P -measure one by Ω2. Fix any ω P Ω0 X Ω2. By the
compactness of F1, there exists a subsequence pCnj pωq such that pCnj pωq Ñ C1pωq as j Ñ 8. Thus,pCnj pωq pCnj pωqT Ñ C1pωqC1pωqT as j Ñ8. Since ω also lies in Ω0, we have pCnj pωq pCnj pωqT “ pΘnj pωq Ñ
KX,L “ C0CT0 as j Ñ 8. So, C1pωqC1pωqT “ C0CT0 “ KX,L. Now, using the same arguments as those
in an earlier proof, we have that C1pωq “ C0. Hence, a subsequence argument shows that the entire
sequence pCnpωq must converge to C0. Since this holds for all ω P Ω0 X Ω2 with the latter being a set of
P -measure one, it follows that pC Ñ C0 as nÑ8 almost surely.
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